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Sustainable water use can help us achieve positive, long-term change.  
But how do we get there? By making more conscious decisions about our 
consumption habits – using intelligent solutions that can help us access 
water in a smarter, safer and more convenient manner. 

At HANSA, we’ve spent several decades working towards this goal. 
Crafting, engineering and designing faucets and showers that aim to  
make us all more aware of water. For a smarter way of living. 

So, when we say yes to Water Smart Living, we say yes to a future that 
keeps us healthier and safer while allowing us to reduce our water and 
energy usage. Whether we’re at home or in a hospital, a school or any 
public space. Because we say yes to a way of living where smarter fittings 
can lead us to make more conscious choices. Not only for the sake of 
convenience, but for the sake of our environment, safety and health.

Say yes to Water Smart Living.
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More than just a pretty faucet
Sustainable change with real impact
Functionality meets everyday life
Using water wisely – through the magic of technology 
Designed to protect you and your family
Award-winning and designed to draw you in

Smarter fittings for future generations

Bringing excellence to every corner of the world

Choosing the right fittings
Fittings that deliver on every front

The SMART way to a better future
HANSALOFT
HANSADESIGNO STYLE
HANSALIGNA
HANSASTELA
HANSAFIT
HANSAELECTRA

Stylish washbasin faucets built to last
The HANSA Matt Black Edition (available from 01.01.2022)
ALESSI Sense by HANSA
HANSAMURANO
HANSALOFT
HANSADESIGNO STYLE
HANSALIGNA
HANSASTELA
HANSARONDA
Concealed systems for every requirement
HANSAFIT
HANSATWIST
HANSAVANTIS
HANSAPINTO
HANSAPRIMO
HANSAPALENO
HANSAPOLO
HANSAPICO
HANSANOVA and HANSANOVA STYLE
HANSACARE

The sustainable way to shower
The perfect match: HANSA showers and thermostats
HANSAACTIVEJET Digital
The HANSA Matt Black Edition (available from 01.01.2022)
HANSAEMOTION
HANSAEMOTION and HANSAACTIVEJET
HANSATEMPRA STYLE and HANSASTILO
HANSAMICRA
HANSABASICJET and HANSABASICJET STYLE 
Faucets for every desire – and every bathroom setting
HANSAMICRA and HANSAMICRA STYLE
Make way for HANSA’s all-in one shower systems
Showersystems for existing faucets
Headshowers: Take your shower experience to a higher level 

Product specifications
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Look out for the QR codes
Would you like to know how our faucets look in your kitchen 
or bathroom? Scan the QR codes next to the products and see 
for yourself.
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More than just a  
pretty faucet

We have made it our mission to create the smartest 
water experiences for everyone. With products that 
are not just beautiful to look at, but which are safer 

for you, your loved ones, and the environment.  
Using smart technology and smart product design. 

Smart technology
Improve hygiene and safety by switching to our SMART 
showers and faucets – and save water and energy in  
the process. Using Bluetooth® technology, our products  
offer latest connectivity technology so that you can 
monitor and control your consumption in real-time.

Sustainable solutions
With their sleek design and water-savings features,  
our products perfectly combine intelligence and style.  
And there’s more. Made from the highest-quality 
materials, our products are also incredibly durable.  
So that you can save thousands of litres of water  
using faucets and showers built to last.

Health & safety
Our touchless faucets minimise the spreading of viruses 
and bacteria, while anti-scald features in our fittings 
prevent burn injuries. In addition, by only working with 
high-grade materials such as dezincification and 
corrosion-resistant brass or advanced composites,  
you will always get water that is pure and clean.

Convenient design 
Designed for easy installation, maintenance and daily  
use no matter your physical requirements or work 
environment, our faucets and showers place great focus 
on flexibility and convenience. And, available in a range  
of striking designs, we have created a family of products 
which make your everyday life easier – while matching 
personal style. 

Introduction
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Transform your habits
Choose a digital hand shower designed to help you 
change the way you view and use water in real time. 

Touchless
Choose one of our touchless faucets and cut your  
water consumption in half. 

Choosing the right thermostat 
With our smart thermostats, adjust temperature quickly 
and easily and remove the need to run water 
unnecessarily, as you would with a traditional two-handle 
mixer – reducing your consumption up to 60%.

Long-lasting 
Choose a fitting made from the finest and most durable 
materials, designed to last you a lifetime. 

*https://www.biorelief.com/ 
blog/motion-sensor-faucets-save-water

** Based on one person showering for five minutes 
a day, 365 days a year. With each shower using 
approximately 12l/min at a minimum 
temperature of 38°C.

Sustainable change 
with real impact 

Choose a better future
In today’s world, long-term sustainability is a high priority 
for every one of us. Our products are designed to let you 
continue enjoying water while helping you re-think how 
you use it. For good. 

Introduction

With the right  
faucet, reduce  

water consumption  
up to 60%**

Reduce water 
consumption by 
up to 50% with a 

SMART faucet*
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Fittings that stand out
With our new Matt Black Edition, we
combine state-of-the-art fittings with
alluring design. Giving you the best
of both worlds.

Real-time feedback
View your water and energy usage
when showering and re-shape your
consumption habits.

Greater flexibility
Our faucets come with either a top or 
side lever, and you can also choose 
between touchless, remote controlled 
or even hybrid models.

Wellness programme
Give your body and mind the 
treatment they deserve with our 
Wellness water-therapy programmes.

Monitor your faucet
With HANSA Connect, control and 
manage your faucets to meet your 
exact needs.

Adjustable aerator
Re-position your aerator to adjust 
water flow and prevent splashing.

Levers in any shape
Wide range of levers for a wide range 
of needs.

Spouts of ranging height
Spouts of varying height help make 
the most of every basin type.

Various spray options
Whether you want a shower designed 
to wake you up or help you wind 
down, choose from a number of 
spray options and make your 
experience unique.

Faucets that give you exactly what you need

Whether you need a touchless faucet with a tall 
spout, or a shower system that can help change 
the way you consume water and energy. If you 
think a hybrid faucet better suits your home life,  
or if you want to control your fittings from your 
phone. Whatever you set your heart on, we’ve got 
it. So that you can enjoy faucets that give you 
ultimate comfort. 

Functionality meets 
everyday life 

Introduction
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Introduction

MONITOR THE FAUCET
•  Open and close faucet
•  Activate cleaning mode
•  Email reports
•  Access product details: product type, battery life
•  View total consumption
•  View time to next automatic flush
•  View weekly automatic flush schedule
•  View product location

ADJUST THE FAUCET (Password-protected access)
•  Input maximum water flow time
•  Automatically adjust after-flow time
•  Change sensor sensitivity
•  Change cleaning mode time
•  Activate and schedule next automatic flush
•  Select automatic flush time and flush mode
•  Adjust waterflow to calculate consumption
•  Reset trip counters
•  Reset to factory settings
•  Change password

With Bluetooth® connectivity,  
experience a world of possibilities

Download the 
HANSA Connect 
App or DHS App 
today: 

Apple and the Apple logo are marks of Apple Inc. registered in the 
USA and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Google Play and the Google Play logo are marks of Google Inc.

We also strongly believe that “smart” should not be limited to high-performance 
products that come at a high price. So, we’ve found a way to add smart options 
to every one of our product categories. Now, that’s SMART.

Touchless faucet
Say goodbye to running water 
unnecessarily with our range of 
touchless faucets. Infrared sensors 
designed to detect hand movement 
and nothing else mean water only 
flows when you want it to – helping 
you make huge water and energy 
savings over the course of a lifetime. 

Intelligent technology 
We want you to use water more 
wisely – just as we want you to get 
the best experience out of your 
fittings. With our HANSAEMOTION 
Wellfit technology, get the best of 
both worlds by introducing a 
sustainable water therapy 
programme to your shower routine. 

Digital hand shower
Change the habits of a lifetime and 
vastly reduce your water use without 
interrupting – or limiting – your daily 
routines. The simple interface on our 
digital hand shower allows you to 
view your water and energy 
consumption in real time, making it 
easier for you to manage your usage. 

At HANSA, we know that ‘smart’ is the future – as do you. With our growing range of SMART faucets 
and showers, we are here to guide you on your journey to choosing fittings that are intelligent, 
convenient and beautiful to look at. Because, if the rest of your home is going to be filled with 
increasingly intelligent technology, why should your kitchens and bathrooms be any different? 

Using water wisely – through  
the magic of technology 
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Clean
Our faucets with HANSAPROTEC are 
made with nickel-free waterways  
and contain less than 0.3% lead for 
the highest quality water. 

Safe 
Whether concealed, exposed or 
mounted under the washbasin to 
support any faucet our thermostats 
are designed to keep you safe by 
eliminating the risk of burn injuries. 
Ensuring housing is kept cool and 
that water is always supplied at a 
safe and comfortable temperature.

Secure
With a built-in safety lock set at  
38°C, our anti-scald feature is 
designed to keep your family safe 
from hot water burns.

Hygienic
Our faucets are easy to clean and  
can be operated with minimal to  
zero touch for optimal hygiene.

17% of serious 
childhood burns are 
caused by tap water

Designed to protect 
you and your family

Introduction

*https://injuryprevention.bmj.com

Reduce up to 
80% of bacteria 
with touchless  

faucets*

* Mäkinen R., et. al. (2013) Manual faucets induce 
more biofilms than electronic faucets
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Award-winning and designed 
to draw you in 

Introduction

Give your fittings the attention  
they deserve 

We use water every day. To wash our hands, take a 
shower, or wash the dishes. And for something that plays 
such a central role in our lives, style is important. That’s 
why our durable fittings place design and technology on 
the same level. For long-lasting performance and beauty 
you can rely on for years to come.
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1913 20161976 2021

1911 20131962 2018

The company, under the name 
Preß- und Stanzwerke GmbH,  
is launched by Karl Göhring in 
Zuffenhausen, near Stuttgart

HANSA breaks new ground  
by launching Europe’s first 
single-lever faucet

Oras and HANSA, two of 
Europe’s leading sanitary 
fitting brands, join forces

Development of “Wellfit”,  
the world’s first shower system 
to offer three health and 
wellbeing programmes

The company moves its factory to 
the Möhringen district of Stuttgart, 
where it remains today. In 1921, 
the company is renamed HANSA 
Metallwerke AG

The HANSABLUEBOX concealed 
system enters the market, 
ushering in a faster and more 
accurate installation process – 
to the benefit of both installers 
and end-users

Using infrared technology,  
the company starts producing 
touchless fittings for 
washbasins, showers  
and urinals

Launch of next-generation 
digital hand showers designed 
to help consumers save water 
and energy by providing  
real-time feedback on their 
consumption

Smarter fittings for  
future generations

On average, we use our bathrooms 2,500 times a year. 
That’s why we design smarter. To make products built  
to last – with features made for the future. 

As a European manufacturer with 1,400 employees based 
across 20 countries, we are an industry leader when it 
comes to delivering high-quality fittings that enable 
people to make smarter, more conscious choices.

With a passion for quality craftsmanship, sustainable
solutions and innovative technologies, we have used  
our more than 100 years’ of experience to drive forward  
a smarter way of using water – both in the kitchen and
the bathroom.

Making our fittings perfect for a future built on Water 
Smart Living. 

Company milestones:

History

*Management Science 2018 – Overcoming Salience Bias: How Real-Time Feedback Fosters Resource Conservation; Tiefenbeck, Goette, Degen, Tasic, Fleisch, Lalive, Staake (2016)

Reduce your water 
and energy consumption

Real-time  
feedback reduces  
water and energy 
consumption on  

average 22%*
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Bringing excellence to  
every corner of the world

Our products are made to make you feel safe and at ease 
wherever you are in the world: be it a hospital, school, 
hotel, cruise ship – or your very own bathroom. 

This kind of reach gives us a massive opportunity  
to spread the HANSA name throughout every region  
and every home.

Allowing us to keep transforming sanitary fittings and 
help as many people as possible live a smarter, more 
sustainable life. 

References

BER Airport, Berlin

Lefay Resort, Lake Garda 

Austria Campus, Vienna

Best Western, Amsterdam

Charité, Berlin

Celebrity Eclipse

Aqua Aurelia, Baden-Baden
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Refer to our guide below for help 
narrowing down your search:

Be practical 
Before you start shopping, consider some of the practical 
details. How many holes are in your sink or counter? Do you 
need a flexible spout which can be adjusted for reach and 
height to optimise your sink space? Once you’ve worked these 
details out, make a list of the functionalities you need to 
fulfill your daily tasks – from breakfast dishes to when you 
need to bathe and wash your baby in the bathroom sink – and 
we’ll do the rest.

Don’t lose your sense of style 
Let’s be honest, the first thing we all tend to look at is design. 
With that in mind, our fittings are made to be practical and 
durable without sacrificing style. So you can rest assured your 
bathroom or kitchen will look beautiful for years to come – 
with faucets guaranteed to deliver outstanding performance 
for decades. 

Think ahead 
As the world becomes more connected, it’s time we all joined 
the smart movement. If you want to keep your family healthy 
and safe, and if you want to control your water and energy 
use. Even if you want help changing a lifetime of habits.  
We’ve got the intelligent features to guide you to a better  
way of living. 

We use 
our bathrooms 

2,500 times 
a year

From the design, to the features and 
functions, there are plenty of things  
to consider when looking for a faucet 
or shower.

Choosing the 
right fittings

Faucet guide
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Faucet guide

Fittings that deliver on every front 

Choose the right fit for your needs 

Want a more SUSTAINABLE life?

With our touchless faucets, 
set flow duration and 
temperature and use  
only what you need.  
And take things even 
further with fittings that 
give you real-time 
feedback on your habits. 

Is CONVENIENCE your thing?

Choose a thermostat with built-in shelving for 
extra comfort and convenience. 

Looking for more SAFETY? Anti-scald features: built-in THERMO COOL 
technology will stop your faucet from 
overheating, while a temperature safety  
lock means you can eliminate the risk of  
burn injuries.

In addition, a thermostatic pre-mixer can be 
placed under washbasins to further control 
temperature and avoid scalding. 

Our fittings offer the perfect mix of 
sustainability and style.

Switch between a swivel spout or pull-out 
spout for greater flexibility in the
bathroom. No matter the design
or size of your washbasin.

Enjoy water and energy-saving features like 
our eco-button, which has to be pressed down 
to override set flow and temperature.

If you’re working with a countertop sink or 
want plenty of space for hand washing, go  
for one of our taller washbasin faucets. 

Want to improve your HEALTH?

Contemporary
If you like soft forms and gentle, light  
colours, look no further than our 
contemporary fittings.

Architectural
Consider yourself a fan of minimalism?  
We offer a number of faucets that take  
their influence from geometric forms. 

Urban
If you are drawn to urban design, we offer a 
range of slim faucets which will fit neatly into 
any living space, no matter how small.

If you’d like a consistent look throughout your home, our faucet families have you covered.  
And if what you really want is mix of everything, well, we’ve got you covered there too.

Solitaire
Want a single faucet that will draw attention
wherever it is placed? Have a look at
some of our more visually striking models.

Ready to safeguard your HYGIENE?

Looking for the SMART answer?

Buy any of our Bluetooth®-connected fittings 
and individualise settings using your HANSA 
Connect App. There’s more: gather valuable 
insights on water and energy use, and, if you 
opt for one of our smart showers, build your 
very own Wellfit water therapy programme.

Give your shower a Wellfit upgrade and enjoy
a variety of water therapy programmes
designed to boost your body and mind.

Programme Wellfit using your Bluetooth-
connected HANSA app and choose between 
the following options of your HANSAACTIVEJET 
handshower:
•  Pulse spray – to relieve muscle tension
•  Soft spray – to unwind and relax
•  Pressure spray – to rejuvenate

All but eliminate bacteria – and your risk  
of infection – with our touchless faucets.

The automatic flush feature built into  
our touchless faucets will prevent water 
stagnating. 

Our functional hand 
shower can be combined 
with most of our washbasin 
faucets, further boosting 
your hygiene.

And, if those options 
aren’t enough, you can 
also create your very  
own programme. 

Choose your style
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*Mäkinen R., Miettinen I.T., Pitkänen T., Kusnetsov J., Pursiainen  
A., Kovanen S., Riihinen K., Keinänen-Toivola M.M. (2013) Manual 
faucets induce more biofilms than electronic faucets. Canadian 

Journal of Microbiology, 59(6), 407–412. DOI: 10.1139/cjm-2013-0131

The SMART way  
to a better future

SMART bathroom

Designed for your comfort and ease 
of use 
As one of the first manufacturers to launch touchless 
faucets into the world – and now with our growing range 
of SMART products – we know how to create 
groundbreaking fittings that will make your life easier. 
Fittings that prioritise safety, hygiene and sustainability, 
and which can be customised and controlled via 
Bluetooth. Because who said you couldn’t have it all?

Hygienic and safe for the  
whole family
Whether you live with small children, elderly relatives,  
or both – our SMART faucets are designed for every 
generation. As well as reducing the spread of bacteria  
by up to 80% compared to manual faucets, our SMART 
faucets minimise the risk of scald injuries and are 
designed to suit a range of budgets. 

Eco-friendly without compromise
Anyone can save water – with the right faucet playing a 
big role. Our SMART and touchless faucets only run water 
when hand movement is detected, helping you reduce 
your water consumption by up to 50%. That’s not all.  
Our faucets will also save you energy, allowing you  
to be more sustainable without sacrificing any comfort  
or convenience.

Reduce  
up to 80%  
of bacteria  

with touchless 
faucets*
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57492219 51792201

Style that is built to last
With HANSADESIGNO STYLE, optimise any urban 
environment – and let your personality shine.  
This product line seamlessly combines elegant  
design and functionality so that you can enhance  
your life for years to come.

HANSADESIGNO  
STYLE

A new level of hygiene  
– delivered with flair

Everyone should have access to faucets that offer  
great hygiene and ease of use, which is why 
HANSADESIGNO STYLE is made to fit a wide range  
of basins. That’s not all. with unique and innovative 
features like our Mikado® spray, HANSADESIGNO STYLE 
also aims to bring a touch of elegance to any interior.

•  Water efficient
•  Hygienic and easy to clean
•  Comes in several sizes
•  Eco-friendly, with ability to set flow rate 
•  Remote operation via Bluetooth

Available for: 
Washbasin

Eco-friendly:  
Mikado® flow rate  

set at 2l/min 

Clear-cut design 
Want a washbasin that is striking and distinctive? Then 
say hello to HANSALOFT. Influenced by clear, cuboidal 
shapes, highly polished flat surfaces and exquisite edges 
– our award-winning faucets will take your bathroom to 
another level.

HANSALOFT

Available for: 
Washbasin

SMART bathroom

Technology that stands out

Through the perfect mix of form and functionality, our 
HANSALOFT faucets will only operate when hand 
movement is detected. So you can carry out your daily 
bathroom routine in a more hygienic and sustainable 
manner – using a faucet that will maintain its shine  
for longer.

Scan for  
augmented reality

Scan for  
augmented reality2928



HANSALIGNA

HANSASTELA

5716227906152219

Style that never goes out  
of fashion 
With its unmistakable look and intelligent functionality, 
the HANSALIGNA series is the perfect combination of 
sophisticated design and contemporary technology.  
The rounded edges convey lightness and harmony, 
contrasting wonderfully with the clear-cut geometric 
pattern on the exterior. 

Hand washing made easy

Our touchless HANSALIGNA faucet is intuitive, hygienic
and highly sophisticated. Use water only when needed 
and reduce your consumption for good, and set water 
temperature to your exact needs to save energy.

Available for: 
Washbasin

SMART bathroom

80% of the most 
common diseases  

are transmitted  
by touch

HANSALIGNA is also available in matt 
black. Combining the latest touchless 
technology with striking design.

Beauty that flows from within
Imagine a faucet that lets you experience water in all  
its glory. A faucet that brings out the beauty of water 
through its timeless and meticulous design.

Enjoy the benefits of touchless technology
With infrared sensors designed to detect hand  
movement only, wave goodbye to excessive water  
and energy use – and enjoy a lifetime of savings.

Available for: 
Washbasin

Scan for  
augmented reality

Scan for  
augmented reality 3130



HANSAELECTRAHANSAFIT

6441221965412079

A legacy of excellence
We’ve spent 30 years pushing the boundaries for 
electronic faucets. And it shows. Take HANSAELECTRA,  
our most popular touchless faucets to date. Simplistic yet 
stylish faucets which optimise hygiene and maintenance 
while helping cut your water consumption by up to 50%. 

Full control at the touch of a button 
Control multiple fittings via the app and set functions 
such as weekly automatic flush, sensor sensitivity and 
water flow duration – and discover just how much you  
can get out of your faucet. 

Available for: 
Washbasin

Elevate your  
bathroom experience
With its extensive collection of safe, ergonomic and  
easy-to-use faucets, HANSAFIT is a highly versatile  
range with plenty of character.

Available for: 
Washbasin

Reduce water 
consumption  

up to 50% using a 
smart faucet

Fit for a more convenient life 

Our touchless faucets bring an extra layer of sustainability 
and hygiene to your bathroom – without forcing you to 
sacrifice your sense of style.

Individualise settings remotely 

With built-in Bluetooth® capabilities, programme your 
faucet based on the needs of your household.

SMART bathroom

Scan for  
augmented reality

Scan for  
augmented reality 3332



*https://www.akw-ltd.co.uk/blog/how-much-time/

Stylish washbasin faucets  
built to last 

Faucets designed to blend seamlessly 
into any bathroom 
To create a harmonious bathroom environment means 
ensuring every aspect is well thought out. That includes 
faucets and sanitaryware. Which is why we’ve made sure 
our washbasin faucets are fit for every style and purpose.
 

Beauty that goes beyond the surface 
Our durable washbasin faucets are not just beautiful,  
but sustainable. Making use of intelligent technology  
to help you monitor and reduce your water and energy 
consumption. For a safer, more comfortable bathroom 
experience. 

Sophisticated technology that offers 
unbeatable protection 
Faucets play a large role in our ability to maintain a 
certain standard of hygiene at home. Touchless faucets 
not only reduce the spread of bacteria, but are designed 
to protect you and your loved ones – allowing you to  
set a maximum water temperature, among other  
safety features. 

We each spend  
22 minutes a day  
in the bathroom*

Bathroom
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0955220333

The HANSA  
Matt Black Edition

For bathrooms designed to inspire

Whether you need a single-lever mixer or a thermostat, 
we have the solution – and look – for you. But we haven’t 
stopped there. One of the most striking things about our 
matt black range is that it has been designed to last. 
Because, our matt black coating offers so much more than 
a vibrant colour. It’s a rich, durable, scratch-resistant 
coating designed to give you a bathroom you can enjoy 
for years to come. 

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

The same reliable 
design. Now in black.
Imagine a faucet that meets your 
demands when it comes to style. In a 
strong, bold, matt black finish. A faucet 
that speaks to great quality inside and 
out, and which will change the way  
you view sanitary fittings for life.  
By offering you the perfect combination 
of beauty, connectivity and intelligence  
– for a bathroom that is guaranteed  
to stand out.

HANSATWIST
High swivel spout and side lever for 
greater functionality.

HANSAPUBLIC
Sleek, architectural and flexible  
in installation

Bathroom

Scan for  
augmented reality3736



07732201

ALESSI Sense  
by HANSA

How it works

Multi-functional handle which can control 
temperature and flow 
Operate the faucet using the temperature
control handle. As a matter of safety and to  
prevent potential damage, the faucet is  
programmed to cut water flow after five minutes. 

Smart touchpad
Press the touchpad on top of the faucet for an  
eco-friendly six seconds of water flow. To increase 
duration up to 60 seconds, hold your finger down  
on the touchpad for slightly longer – repeating the 
motion to cease water flow. The semi-transparent 
display shows the flow duration in real time.

Where beauty meets function 
ALESSI Sense by HANSA is an award-winning electronic 
faucet that combines great design with usability and
sustainability. Allowing you to save water in an innovative
way without sacrificing aesthetics or usability.

Functional hand shower as  
a smart add on
ALESSI Sense by HANSA is also 
available with a remote-controlled 
functional hand shower. This can  
be installed separately and is ideal 
for a wide variety of bathroom 
configurations.

Highlights
•  Set flow duration, cleaning mode, and  

sanitation schedule
•  Easy to operate via touch control
•  Eco-friendly flow rate set at 4l/min for  

washbasin faucets

The designer
Made in collaboration with leading 
Italian design house ALESSI and 
internationally acclaimed designer 
Rodrigo Torres. 

“In times where 
careful use of water, 
our most valuable 
natural resource, 
should have the 
highest priority, 
objects such as 
ALESSI Sense by 
HANSA represent an 
exemplary 
development.” 
– Rodrigo Torres

Bathroom

Available for: 
Kitchen | Washbasin 

Scan for  
augmented reality3938



HANSAMURANO

5609210178

A delicate balance of glass and chrome, our classic 
HANSAMURANO has been admired by many over the years 
– to the point others have tried but failed to replicate it. 
So, for a unique faucet that is as simple to use as it is 
striking, look no further.

A modern classic with  
staying power

Open flow of water

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin

Scan for  
augmented reality4140



HANSALOFT

57552203

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath 

Clear-cut quality 
HANSALOFT makes simple, bold design look easy –  
with the added flexibility to fit any bathroom layout.  
Clear, cuboidal shapes; high-gloss and plane surfaces, 
numerous angles and a host of perfect edges add up  
to a functional work of art that has helped us take  
home many design awards.

Concealed wall fitting  
for washbasins

Single-lever mixer for washbasins, 
top-controlled, XL version

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
side-controlled, bidet variant

Touchless faucet 
for washbasins

•  Eco-friendly flow set at 6l/min 
• High projection and swivelling spray former
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HANSALOFT

57762073

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath

Matching unit for the  
bathtub and shower

3-hole rim-mounted system

4-hole rim-mounted system

Concealed single-lever mixeron the basis of 
HANSABLUEBOX or HANSAVARIO

Concealed single-lever mixer
on the basis of HANSAMATRIX

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for shower

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for bathtub

A freestanding bathtub requires  
a lot of attention. That’s why we 
think you need a fitting to go  
with it that is just as fascinating.  
Our freestanding HANSALOFT 
combines minimalism with 
intelligent functions, offering you 
the best of style and materiality – 
enjoy a fitting that works as well 
as it looks.
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HANSADESIGNO  
STYLE

51832293

Great style that won’t fade
With HANSADESIGNO STYLE, optimise any urban environment – and let 
your personality shine. This product line seamlessly combines elegant 
design and functionality so that you can enhance your life for years  
to come.

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath 

Bathroom

Rosé-gold variant with  
Mikado® Stream

The HANSADESIGNO STYLE in 
rosé gold stands for high-class 
and individuality, with the 
innovative and eco-friendly 
Mikado® Stream creating a 
unique spray pattern that  
makes water flow part of the 
overall design. 

•  High spout, for optimal comfort
•  Optional swivel spout

•  Available in a variety  
of heights

•  Number of operation 
modes: whether you 
want a top or side lever, 
or a touchless model

•  Eco-friendly, with flow set  
at 6l/min 

•  Various stream types 

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
side-controlled, swivel spout

Touchless faucet for washbasins,  
XL variant

Touchless faucet for washbasins

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, XL variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins, top-controlled, 
XL variant, bidet variant top operated

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
side-controlled, bidet variant side operated
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HANSADESIGNO  
STYLE

53272083

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath

Bathroom

Faucets play a huge role in our daily lives by 
keeping us healthy and safe. That’s why
we think they deserve more of our attention 
– in a look designed to stand out. 

3-hole rim-mounted system

4-hole rim-mounted system

Concealed single-lever mixer on the basis of 
HANSABLUEBOX or HANSAVARIO

Concealed single-lever mixer on  
the basis of HANSAMATRIX

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for shower

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for bathtub

Our HANSADESIGNO range is minimalist but impactful. 
With basic shapes that manage to offer a layer of  
depth, so you can subtly elevate the look of your  
bathtub or shower. 
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HANSALIGNA

55302203

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

•  Optimal comfort and safety 
•  Clear lines and angles give a 

high-quality look 

Functional finesse 
Choose any of our HANSALIGNA faucets, and choose a bathroom look 
that is both classic and modern. A simple yet elegant shape creates a 
visually pleasing aesthetic, while a host of smart features ensure a safe 
and relaxing bathroom experience. This family of faucets also promotes 
sustainability, with an eco-friendly water flow of 6l/min helping you 
change your habits without even noticing. 

•  Eco-friendly, with water 
flow set at 6l/min 

•  Swivel spout

Side-controlled

Concealed wall fitting for washbasins

Concealed wall fitting for washbasins

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, XL variant

Touchless faucet for washbasins

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, bidet variant
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HANSALIGNA

06462083

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Exposed single-lever mixer for shower

Concealed single-lever mixer on  
the basis of HANSAMATRIX

Concealed single-lever mixer on  
the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

Concealed single-lever mixer on  
the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

Exposed single-lever mixer for bathtub

4-hole rim-mounted system

3-hole rim-mounted system

Our HANSALIGNA family includes fittings  
for the bathtub and the shower, making it 
easier for you to optimise every corner of 
your home.

Scan for  
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The freestanding version is still 
the most luxurious way to place a 
bath tub
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HANSASTELA

2021

It’s the little details that count
At HANSA, our aim is to create faucets that are as stylish 
as they are functional. Where every feature and design 
element has been well thought out, from the sleek and 
striking aesthetics to the adjustable aerator that creates a 
“waterfall” effect. Details that have been refined through 
years of experience. For a level of sophistication that 
appears utterly effortless.

Bathroom

Elegant design  
with minimized gaps

Diamond structured  
waterfall effect
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57152273

Imagine a faucet that lets you experience 
water in all its glory. A faucet that brings  
out the beauty of water through its 
timeless and meticulous design. 

360° design that leaves no surface untouched 
In classic faucets the operating lever needs space to move, resulting in a visible and sometimes glaring gap. With our 
HANSASTELA range we’ve made sure to keep all gaps to a minimum, for faucets where all movement is fluid and part of 
the overall design. So you can enjoy their beauty from any angle – no matter where you place them.

Beauty that flows  
from within 

It wouldn’t be HANSA if we relied 
on looks alone: our innovative 
aerator is easy to remove and 
even easier to clean – meaning 
you’ll never have to worry about 
a build-up of limescale

With faucets that provide a 
fascinating diamond structured 
waterfall effect, let HANSASTELA 
bring a touch of nature to your 
washbasin

With HANSASTELA, we’ve created a range of faucets as elegant and refined as you are. 
Faucets made to fit the design and layout of your bathroom with absolute precision,  
whether you have a freestanding basin sink, built-in solution or anything in between.

Designed to fit your  
surroundings with ease 

Bathroom

Top operated mixers in  
different styles

XL-Version for free-standing  
wash basin

Use the adjustable aerator to 
ensure water flows into the basin 
without any splashing

Hear the click
The optical most attractive middle 
position of the swivel spout locks 
with a subtle click

Ecology & Sustainability
•  Touchless – helping you cut water and 

energy consumption considerably
•  Durable – designed to deliver long-

lasting performance
•  Sustainable – set flow rate of 6l/min

Comfort, Hygiene and Safety
•  Convenient – designed to fit multiple 

basin types and optimise all spaces 
•  Hygienic – minimal joints, smooth 

surfaces and touchless variants reduce 
formation of bacteria and make  
cleaning easy 

•  Safe – made with eco-friendly 
materials which preserve water quality

Technology & Design
•  Smart – Bluetooth* functionality and 

multiple operation modes 
•  Stylish design which can be enjoyed 

from every angle 
•  Innovative – water flow designed to 

create a soothing effect

Feel and see the difference
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HANSASTELA

57252073

Whether you want to bring an extra layer of class to 
your bathtub or give your shower a touch of elegance. 
No matter the features you need, and no matter the 
fittings you want. Let HANSASTELA bring your vision 
to life. For a bathroom flowing with grace.

A free-standing bathtub is a 
centrepiece like no other.  
Make it stand out even more  
– with the HANSASTELA floor 
standing bath faucet

Bathroom

Concealed single-lever mixer  
on the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

Concealed single-lever mixer  
on the basis of HANSAMATRIX

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for the bathtub

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for the shower

Concealed single-lever mixer  
on the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

4-hole, rim-mounted system,  
also with soft edge rosettes available

3-hole, rim-mounted system, 
also with soft edge rosettes available
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HANSARONDA

03012173

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Simple and versatile 
The HANSARONDA series impresses with its simple yet 
seductive form. The rounded base and the gently shaped 
lever matches any surface. This makes HANSARONDA the 
ideal all-rounder for all bathroom styles.

Concealed wall fitting  
for washbasins

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
side-controlled, swivel spout

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
top-controlled, bidet variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:  
top controlled, pull-out spout 

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
top-controlled, available in XL

•  Eco-friendly flow 
rate set at 6l/min

•  Pull out spout

•  Range of styles to suit every 
bathroom area

•  Rounded base unit creates a 
harmonious environment
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HANSARONDA

03422073

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Whether you want to bring new life to 
your bathtub or shower, HANSARONDA 
offers the perfect solution

Compact and attractive: the round base of our 
HANSARONDA enables easy installation on the edge of the 
bathtub or tile. Alternatively, a square rosette is available.

3-hole rim-mounted systemConcealed single-lever mixer on  
the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

4-hole rim-mounted systemConcealed single-lever mixer on  
the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for bathtub

Concealed single- lever mixer on  
the basis of HANSAMATRIX

Exposed single- lever mixer  
for shower

Single-lever mixer for bathtub,  
free-standing
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HANSA offers three concealed families with different focuses.  
For a maximum of flexibility and requirements of any kind.

HANSAMATRIX:  
The architectural solution 
Products and their arrangements are based on a 25 mm 
grid. With placing only few functional parts visually reduced 
to the essentials and with the same basic dimensions, 
highly precise product arrangements can be realized. 
Availabe for thermostats and single lever mixers.

HANSABLUEBOX. 
The universal solution
A universal base unit serves as the basis for a 
wide variety of functional units. For almost every 
HANSA product family, with countless design 
options and outstanding technical features. 
Availabe for thermostats, single lever mixers and 
touchless. 

HANSAVARIO: 
The flexible solution 
With HANSAVARIO, you can rely on the 
advantages of a space-saving and high-
performance concealed solution with numerous 
design options. Simply select the concealed 
product that matches the desired design of the 
trim kit to enjoy more comfort in the bathroom. 
Available for single lever mixers.

Bathroom

You won’t notice the reliable 
work of our specialists

Concealed products refine the 
bathroom by spatially separating 
design and function. While the 
reliable technology operates 
concealed in the wall, only the  
shiny trim kits are visible on the wall.

Bathroom
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HANSAFIT

65092203

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Comfortable and convenient

Our functional hand shower can be fitted alongside most 
of our washbasin faucets, offering you personal hygiene 
and flexibility in the bathroom. 

Use the eco-button on the lever to 
increase flow – and learn to make 
more conscious decisions regarding 
your water consumption.

Bathroom

Take your bathroom experience 
up a level
HANSAFIT is one of our most loved ranges offering a wide 
collection of ergonomic, easy-to-use and safe faucets fit 
for every purpose. Whether you want a single lever or 
touchless washbasin model. 

Meet the touchless HANSAFIT 

With our touchless models, bring an extra layer  
of sustainability and hygiene to your bathroom  
– without dropping your sense of style.  
Adjustable temperature limit for more safety in  
multi-generation baths.

Easy-Grip lever pleasant  
to touch and adjusts  
both water flow and 
temperature

Eco-button that saves  
water and energy

The HANSAFIT thermostat is ergonomically optimised, 
easy to use and maximally safe thanks to many well 
thought-out features.
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HANSATWIST

09542205

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

HANSATWIST is also  
available in the Matt Black Edition

Find your style 
Whether you need to update your bathroom; no matter  
if you need a new faucet, shower, or bathtub, let 
HANSATWIST bring your vision to life. With a range of 
fittings that will meet your design and space requirements 
while supporting your sustainability efforts. 

Eco-friendly flow rate 
set at 6l/min

•  Different lever 
variants in  
different sizes

•  Easy-to-operate 
loop lever

Classic design with  
a modern twist 

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
top-controlled

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
top-controlled, available in XL

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
side-controlled, swivel spout

Single-lever mixer for washbasins: top-controlled, 
loop lever, shower function, bidet variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins: top-controlled, 
solid lever, shower function, bidet variant
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HANSATWIST

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

The HANSATWIST series mixes and matches 
a huge variety of fittings to give you the 
upmost control over your bathroom layout 
and design 

Exposed single-lever mixer for shower,  
with loop lever/solid lever

Our washbasin faucets alone come 
in two sizes, with a choice of two 
operating modes and lever types, 
while our range of exposed and 
concealed bathtub and shower 
faucets mean you can add a unique 
touch to every corner of your 
bathroom. 

Exposed single-lever mixer for bathtub,  
with loop lever/solid lever

Concealed single-lever mixer  
with loop lever/solid lever on  
the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

Concealed single-lever mixerwith loop lever/
solid lever on the basis of HANSAVARIO
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HANSAVANTIS

52542287

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

A modern touch 
Pleasantly modest, yet modern: that’s the HANSAVANTIS 
series in a nutshell. But our ergonomic faucets are about 
so much more than great design – helping you make 
greater water and energy savings while being easier to 
maintain and clean.

•  Eco-friendly flow 
rate set at 6l/min

•  Swivel spout for 
greater flexibility 

Universal design with  
a large range of functions

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
side-controlled, swivel spout, bidet variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins, 
 top-controlled, with shower function

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, with raised pedestal

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, XL variant
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HANSAVANTIS

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

The HANSAVANTIS range is sleek and 
refined and perfect for any bathroom 
layout. Models can be exposed or 
concealed and include a single-lever 
mixer for the bathtub or shower, giving 
you greater flexibility when upgrading 
your home. 

Concealed single-lever mixer  
on the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

Concealed single-lever mixer  
on the basis of HANSABLUEBOX

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for shower

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for shower

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for bathtub

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for bathtub

Designed to make you think of a flowing stream guiding 
you towards a state of calm. Enjoy a water experience  
that is as relaxing as it is long-lasting, thanks to the 
environmentally friendly water flow of 6 l/min for the 
single-lever mixers.
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HANSAPINTO

45102283

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

All-round elegance 
The HANSAPINTO series makes bathroom planning easy, 
with our extensive range of faucets designed to help you 
bring life to every inch of your space. With smooth 
surfaces and mellow, rounded forms providing an air  
of elegance perfectly suited to modern tastes.

Safe and sustainable 
due to hot water stop 
and flow limiter

•  Water-saving with only  
6l/min flow rate

•  Optionally with swivel 
spout for more flexibility  
at the washbasin

Maximum comfort due  
to a raised spout

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
top-controlled, XL variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
side-controlled, swivel spout

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:
top operated, bidet variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:  
top-controlled, swivel spout

Single-lever mixer  
for washbasins:  
top-controlled,  
shower function

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for shower

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for bathtub

Concealed  
single-lever mixer on 
the basis of 
HANSABLUEBOX or 
HANSAVARIO
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HANSAPRIMO

49562203

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Clear-cut efficiency 
The HANSAPRIMO series promotes responsible water use 
– without sacrificing your comfort. For an eco-friendly 
range of faucets that are as visually appealing as they  
are sustainable. 

Water efficient without reducing 
performance or comfort level

Soft, natural design

Designed to optimise  
washbasin space

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, XL variant

Concealed single-lever mixeron the basis of 
HANSABLUEBOX or HANSAVARIO

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
side-controlled, swivel spout

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, bidet variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, with shower function
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HANSAPALENO

56412203

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, bidet variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
side-controlled, swivel spout

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, XL variant

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:  
top-controlled, shower function

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Design and class 
HANSAPALENO is the entry into the HANSA world of design.
Clear shapes, a distinctive operating lever and noticeable 
value in the details are an expression of the high
performance ratio. With its youthful verve, the series
fits seamlessly into contemporary room planning.
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Concealed single-lever mixer on the basis of 
HANSABLUEBOX or HANSAVARIO
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HANSAPOLO

51552293

Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Conveniently practical
HANSAPOLO is a range of user-friendly, long-lasting  
and versatile faucets that encapsulates our decades of 
experience. A range of faucets that offer the perfect 
balance between contemporary and modern design and 
reliable, smart technology. In all, high quality, sustainable 
and great value for money –and one of our all-time 
favourite ranges.

Matching unit for the 
bathtub and shower

Dynamic design

Eco-friendly flow rate  
set at 6l/min

Long lever for  
smoother operation

High spout for  
maximum comfort 

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, with shower function

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
top-controlled, XL variant

Exposed single-lever mixer for shower

Single-lever mixer for washbasins,  
side-controlled, swivel spout

Exposed single-lever mixer for bathtub

Concealed single-lever mixer on the basis of 
HANSABLUEBOX or HANSAVARIO
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Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Go with the flow 
With its arched lever, flowing contours and soft 
transitions, our HANSAPICO washbasin fitting helps  
you save water and energy in style. By placing equal 
importance on design and sustainability, HANSAPICO  
is also great value for money – and accessible to a  
wide audience with a wide range of budgets.

HANSAPICO

•  Designed to optimise  
washbasin space

•  Charming and subtle design 

 Made with high- 
quality and  
durable materials

•  Eco-friendly flow  
rate set at 6l/min

•  Water efficient without  
sacrificing performance

Concealed single-lever  
on the basis of HANSAVARIO

Concealed single-lever mixer designed  
to be fitted onto base of HANSAVARIO

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for shower

Single-lever mixer for washbasins:  
top-controlled, bidet variant

Exposed single-lever mixer  
for bathtub
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Bathroom

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Getting straight to the point 
HANSANOVA offers a range of solid, classic fittings that 
have delighted architects and design lovers for decades. 
Manufactured with the best technology and available in 
various designs and colours, this faucet family can also be 
operated with an upstream thermostat. This allows you to 
enjoy hot water in particular style.

HANSANOVA and  
HANSANOVA STYLE

Faucet for cold or pre-mixed 
water (e.g. with HANSAMINIMAT) 

Also available in Matt Black Editon

Eco-friendly flow  
rate set at 6l/min

  Minimalist design

 Made with  
dezincification- 
resistant brass

Deck-mounted, single-lever faucet  
for washbasins 

Deck-mounted, single-lever faucet  
for washbasins, STYLE version

Wall-mounted, single-lever  
faucet for washbasins

Wall-mounted, single-lever 
faucet for washbasins, STYLE version
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HANSACARE

46012206

Available for: 
Washbasin | Shower | Bath | Kitchen 

Bathroom

Made for every 
generation
Our HANSACARE range is made for every 
generation, from a child getting used to going 
to the bathroom on their own, to people with 
age related health issues such as visual 
impairment or decreased motor function. 
Providing users a soothing bathroom 
experience no matter their circumstances  
or environment.

•  Supportive lever shape
•  Multigenerational design
•  Extended size for better use of space
•  Rounded edges: easy cleaning and  

reduced risk of injury

Safe operation with 
modern, aesthetic 
design 

For user-friendly, flexible handling, 
the ergonomic lever of HANSACARE 
single-lever faucets is not only easy 
to grip but can also be easily 
operated with the back of the hand.
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The sustainable way to shower 

Shower

Comfortable and responsible 
Our shower solutions use smart features like EcoFlow  
and real-time feedback to improve your wellbeing while 
teaching you sustainable habits. Like our stylish 
thermostatic shower faucets, which have been designed 
to help you cut water and energy usage up to 60%  
without any drop in comfort. 

SMART technology for your 
convenience and safety
Our high-quality and stylish shower systems include a 
range of innovative features: with THERMO COOL, keep the 
housing on your thermostat cool to minimise the risk of 
scald injuries. And with our selection of water-therapy 
programmes, take care of your body and mind. No matter 
their unique benefits, all our features have the same goal: 
to make life more comfortable, relaxing and safe.

Quality details that make  
all the difference
Whatever HANSA shower solution you choose, you can be 
guaranteed of the following: all our showers operate 
quietly, our shower slider rails are easy and safe to use, 
shower heads can be easily adjusted, and installation is 
always smooth and quick. Our shower solutions also come 
in different designs: contemporary (round and geometric) 
and style (soft-cube). 

We spend  
50 hours in  
the shower  
every year*

*https://www.home-water-works.org/indoor-use/faucet
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When it comes to your shower, don’t settle for second 
best. That’s why we always recommend combining our 
showers with a thermostat. 

Whether you choose from our integrated shower systems 
or put the products together individually: Our Mix&Match 
suggestions on the following pages offer you maximum 
comfort, enjoyment and safety in every combination.

Find the options we offer in our shower  
famlies in the table

Concealed thermostat

All in one shower systemExposed thermostat

The perfect match:
HANSA showers  
and thermostats

= Various stream types = Different sizes / lenghts / variants = Different surfaces1 2 3

SHOWER PRODUCT LINE

Private, semi-public and public sectors

HANSAACTIVJET 
DIGITAL

HANSAACTIVJET 
STYLE

HANSAACTIVJET HANSAVIVA HANSABASICJET 
STYLE

HANSABASICJET HANSARAIN HANSASTILO 
HANSALIVING

HANSA

Hand showers  
and accessories

Bath sets

Bar sets or  
wall bars

Overhead and  
side showers

SHOWER SYSTEMS + RENOVATION SETS
HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT

HANSAEMOTION HANSATEMPRA 
STYLE

HANSAVIVA HANSABASICJET 
STYLE

HANSABASICJET HANSAPRISMA HANSAFIT HANSAUNITA HANSAMICRA 
STYLE

HANSAMICRA

With 
thermostat

Without 
thermostat

1

1

1

3

1

1

21

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

2 2

1

3

2 2

2 2 2 2

Shower
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With our new hand shower,  
live life more sustainably
With our stylish digital hand shower, we’ll make green 
living feel like second nature to you. Without any 
interruption to your daily comfort.

Digital hand shower

HANSAACTIVEJET  
Digital

94 95



84310180

Water tracker
The bars represent water 
usage and will keep 
appearing as you shower, 
indicating your overall 
consumption

Energy tracker
The leaves represent energy usage and the longer your 
hot shower, the more leaves you will “lose” 

Water usage
Meter displays total water 
consumption

Energy usage 
Discover how much energy you use when 
showering and how a slight drop in 
temperature can lead to big savings

Water temperature
Lower the temperature and save energy

Digital hand shower

Connect to the app and transform 
your relationship to water

Connect the Bluetooth-enabled hand shower to your 
Digital Hand Shower App (DHS) to set water 
consumption goals, receive data on your long-term 
usage, and to access tips on saving water.

Download the DHS App today: 

Apple and the Apple logo are marks of Apple Inc. registered in the 
USA and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Google Play and the Google Play logo are marks of Google Inc.

* Management Science 2018 – Overcoming Salience 
Bias: How Real-Time Feedback Fosters Resource 
Conservation; Tiefenbeck, Goette, Degen, Tasic, 
Fleisch, Lalive, Staake (2016)

Real-time feedback
•  Look to the LED display for detailed 

information on total water and  
energy consumption

•  Use the LED to track water usage:  
green indicates low levels of water  
usage, while red indicates high levels

Clever design
•  No batteries required: shower head  

powered by water flow
•  Durable and sturdy structure made  

to fit all standard showers

Extra comfort
•  Large shower head
•  Wide and gentle rain stream

The power of  
real-time feedback

LED light signals  
water usage:

The power of real-time feedback

Studies show that real-time feedback is key to helping us 
change certain behaviours, with the average three-person
household reducing their showers by one minute as a 
result. This amounts to roughly 22% less water every year 
– equivalent to 10,500 litres.

With real-time  
feedback, reduce your 

water and energy 
consumption up to 22%*

Scan for  
augmented reality

<10 l

31-40 l

>61 l
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The HANSA  
Matt Black Edition

Fittings that deliver on every front
Dreaming of a bathroom that is the perfect mix of  
style and sustainability? Look no further than the  
Matt Black Edition. 

A range of fittings that provide anti-scald protection 
and which come with the added bonus of smart water 
and energy-saving features. 

And, because we want as many people as possible  
to enjoy our high-quality and stylish fittings, we  
now offer our HANSABASICJET shower systems in  
matt black. 

For an outstanding 
shower designed to 
stand out
Imagine a shower that is as comfortable 
and relaxing as it is stylish. Presented in 
a strong, matt black finish, so you can 
start your day with a morning routine 
that is as beneficial to your health as  
it is visually pleasing. 

HANSAMICRA 
Enjoy a rainshower that is 
consistently comfortable and safe,
with a thermostat designed to give
you the exact temperature you want.

Comfortable and safe
Our matt black thermostats for the shower and bath offer 
anti-scald protection while helping you make big water 
and energy savings. So you can enjoy a comfortable, 
smooth and sustainable bathroom experience.

Concealed thermostats
If you want your matt black thermostat to really blend in 
with the rest of your bathroom we suggest opting for a 
concealed solution with HANSABLUEBOX, our universal 
concealed mounting system. 

Individual shower

Scan for  
augmented reality

Available for: 
Washbasin | Bath | Shower | Kitchen 
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Regeneration at the touch  
of a button
Press the Wellfit button, take the hand shower and 
choose from a range of hot-cold water therapy 
programmes. By placing the button centrally, we make 
it even easier to give your body and mind the care 
they need and deserve. 

RECOVER
Through delivery of intense cold water intervals,  
the Recover programme is designed to revitalise  
users whose bodies have undergone intense physical 
strain. As well as soothing aching muscles, the 
programme can, over long-term use, boost the 
cardiovascular system.

RELOAD
For most of us, we need a shower to wake up. Reload’s 
balanced hot and cold therapy programme stimulates 
blood circulation, helping activate the body and mind 
– and preparing people for the day ahead.

RELAX
Relax offers a gentle hot-cold water therapy 
programme that places greater emphasis on  
warm water. Helping people unwind and relax.

The individual touch
Looking for something more unique to your needs? 
Simply connect the thermostat to your HANSA Connect 
App and design a programme that exactly meets your 
requirements.

Cold Hot

Wellness in every drop
With HANSAEMOTION, turn an ordinary shower into a 
‘Wellfit’ shower and introduce hot and cold water therapy 
programmes to your daily routine. With the health 
benefits of such showering techniques having been well 
documented over the years, we created a shower systems 
designed specifically to ease tired bodies and stressed 
minds. For a better quality of life – every day. 

Wellness shower

Scan for  
augmented reality

HANSAEMOTION
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The upper section of the thermostat, which 
includes safety glass available in white or 
anthracite, also serves as a shelf for shampoo  
and any other bathroom necessities. 

THERMO COOL: Keep the surface of your thermostat 
cool – and prevent you and your loved ones from 
being scalded

User-friendly design which 
has been internationally 
awarded

HANSAEMOTION

The HANSAEMOTION family is large 
and varied. Choose from a shower 
system with Wellfit and rainshower 
functionality, and take your pick from 
our faucets for the shower and bath 
– with or without our innovative 
Wellfit feature. 

A new generation of 
thermostats

Press the Wellfit button and choose from 
a number of hot/cold therapy 
programmes.

Make your shower  
experience unique
Our HANSAACTIVEJET hand shower and HANSAEMOTION 
thermostat make a perfect pair, so you can enjoy 
maximum comfort when you shower. 

Pulse Spray Sensitive Spray Intense Spray

Thermostats combinations

HANSAEMOTION and 
HANSAACTIVEJET

Choose from two models: contemporary (rounded and 
geometric design in a light grey) and style (soft cube  
shape with white sprayface)

Easily activate the pulse spray using your thumb 
– and soothe aching muscles in an instant

Elegant chrome plating 

Spray selector in easy reach 
even when shower head is 
attached to rail

Scan for  
augmented reality

Scan for  
augmented reality

Spray options
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Sustainability in focus: 
EcoFlow button helps reduce  
water usage

Integrated rosettes ensure  
inlets are fully covered

Protection against scalding:
Safety lock at 38°C

THERMO COOL technology: 
Ensure housing always stays  
cool so you can maximise  
your comfort and safety 

Design-oriented and functional:
The precise edge ensures a good 
grip and also visually indicates 
the lever position. 

Fittings that are consistently 
great in every way
HANSATEMPRA STYLE expertly combines circular and 
angular shapes for a classic range of fittings designed  
to blend perfectly with any bathroom setting. 

HANSATEMPRA STYLE and 
HANSASTILO

Beautifully simple
Equal parts minimalist and striking, 
HANSATEMPRA STYLE thermostats  
are perfectly suited for the modern 
bathroom. 

Thermostats combinations

HANSASTILO

Elegant and compact, HANSASTILO  
is designed to fit perfectly with 
HANSATEMPRA STYLE or any of  
our rim-mounted solutions.

Highlights:
Integrated flow limiter for up to  
50% water savings. 
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A new era of showering
With our EcoFlow control function, set water flow to  
your exact needs and enjoy a beautifully designed  
shower thermostat that is both cost effective and  
highly functional.

For the best start to the day
The HANSABASICJET family offers a full range of products 
designed to enhance your shower needs. Our solutions 
include single and 3-spray hand showers – both of which  
can be combined with any modern fittings – as well as our 
HANSABASICJET STYLE model in a soft cube design.

Ergonomic spray selector with up to three spray options
•   Normal: Ideal for everyday use and for  

washing long hair
•   Refreshing: Luxurious, high-volume water spray 
•   Relaxing: With an eco-friendly flow rate of 9l/min,  

enjoy this soft spray while saving water and energy

HANSABASICJET and 
HANSABASICJET STYLE 

Exposed thermostat for bathtub.
Also available in matt black

Thermostats combinations

HANSABASICJET STYLE

Soft cube-shaped shower head
The elegant shower head has a white base and grey 
nozzles. Discreet yet striking for the modern bathroom.

 Protection against scalding:
Safety lock at 38°C

THERMO COOL technology: 
The housing of the fitting 
conducts minimal heat 

Sustainability in focus: 
EcoFlow button helps reduce  
water usage

Wall bar holder can 
be installed in 
existing drill holes  
for greater flexibility 

Lockable height 
adjustment and 
adjustable PUSH  
shower bracket

Spray selector: 
•   Normal
•   Refreshing
•   Relaxing 

THERMO COOL technology: 
improve user safety by 
ensuring housing does 
not get hot

Lime scale 
protection 
technology

Transparent  
soap dish

HANSAMICRA

Scan for  
augmented reality

Scan for  
augmented reality107106
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Thermostats combinations

HANSAPRISMA
As elegant as it is safe

All the safety features you would expect from a  
HANSA thermostat – delivered with elegance.

HANSAFIT
Easy and safe to use

Developed alongside the GGT German Society  
for Gerontechnology, these faucets are designed  
for the 50-plus generation.

HANSAUNITA
The minimalist approach

With its sleek, cylindrical base and slender bar, the 
HANSAUNITA lends itself to any bathroom.

HANSABASICJET /
HANSABASICJET STYLE
The perfect match

The HANSABASICJET family offers a complete range of 
products for all requirements. It includes single and 
3-spray hand showers for combination with all modern 
fittings, as well as the HANSABASICJET STYLE variant in 
the soft cube design.

To really get the best out of your shower experience means having both the 
right thermostat and the right hand shower. Take a look at our combinations 
below and choose the perfect pairing for your needs. 

Faucets for every desire – 
and every bathroom setting 

Scan for  
augmented reality

Scan for  
augmented reality109108
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Save up to 60%  
in water and energy  

use with our state-of-the-art 
thermostatic mixer –  

compared to a  
traditional model 

HANSAMICRA and 
HANSAMICRA STYLE 

The perfect shower experience
The HANSAMICRA range features thermostatic shower 
systems which are functional, stylish and highly 
comfortable – as well as being cost effective. 
HANSAMICRA is also eco-friendly, with adjustable  
water-saving features helping you reduce water and 
energy usage by up to 60%.

Flexible installation 
•  Adjustable wall bar holder 
•  Height adjustable
•  Shower pipe can be shortened
•  Can be mounted in place using 

existing drill holes

Ultimate comfort
•  Spacious swivel shower head, 200 mm
•  Large shower head, 95 mm
•  3-spray hand shower
•  Water jet options:  

Normal/Refreshing/Relaxing

Long-term durability and performance
•  Anti-limescale technology
•  Easy to clean
•  Durable shower holder which can  

be easily adjusted 

Scalding protection
•  THERMO COOL technology eliminates 

risk of scald injuries by keeping  
the housing cool

Shower systems

HANSAMICRA 
Also available in Matt Black Edition
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Make way for 
HANSA’s all-in one 
shower systems

Consisting of everything from an overhead shower to a 
hand shower, and a shower rod to a thermostat, a 
complete shower system combines several elements to 
provide the highest level of comfort – without any need 
for extensive installation. At HANSA, we’ve spent decades 
perfecting our wide range of shower systems, with each 
combination having been carefully designed to help you 
streamline your decision-making process.

HANSAEMOTION

•  Optional Wellfit button with three wellness 
programmes

• Glass shelf in anthracite or white 
•  3-spray HANSAACTIVEJET STYLE hand shower
•  Ability to create individualised Wellfit 

programme via Bluetooth-connected app
•  THERMO COOL technology to prevent 

housing from overheating 

HANSATEMPRA STYLE

•  Influenced by cylindrical and cuboid design 
•  Complete with HANSASTILO hand shower
•  THERMO COOL technology to prevent 

housing from overheating 

HANSAUNITA

•  Available with round or square-shaped 
shower head 

•  THERMO COOL technology to prevent  
housing from overheating

HANSAPRISMA

•  Available with round or square-shaped 
shower head 

•  Easily adjustable temperature unit
•   THERMO COOL technology to prevent  

housing from overheating
• Integrated diverter in volume handle

Shower systems with faucet

HANSAFIT

•  Optimal ergonomics 
•  Designed for multigenerational use
•  THERMO COOL technology to prevent 

housing from overheating 
•  Available with bathtub faucet 
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Shower systems for existing faucets

Big shower head to 
provide gentle 
rainshower feeling

3-spray hand shower 
with optional 9l/min 
eco-flow feature 

Options to use either on 
existing wall connection or 
any installed faucet

Change your shower without 
having to change faucets

Want to upgrade your shower system without the hassle 
and cost of changing your faucets? Turn to HANSA. 
Whether you have an exposed or concealed faucet in 
place, or want to add a new feature to an existing elbow 
connection, we’ll help you find the right solution.

Direct on existing 
wall connection

Direct on existing 
wall connection

Connect with any 
existing faucet

Connect with any 
existing faucet

Connect with any 
existing faucet

HANSABASICJET HANSABASICJET STYLE HANSAVIVA

Scan for  
augmented reality115114
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HANSAVIVA 

For an overhead shower that offers a timeless look,  
opt for HANSAVIVA. A durable, classic overhead  
shower in a square or circular design.

•  Available in different sizes and with a range of rosettes 
•  Easy to clean with integrated anti-limescale technology
•  Wall or ceiling mounted options
•  Integrated flow limiter for up to 50% water savings
•  Full metal housing

HANSARAIN

Whether at home, the gym or a hotel: enjoy a spa-like 
experience with HANSARAIN’s warm and gentle spray 
function. 
•  Easy to clean with integrated anti-limescale technology
•  Choice of wall or ceiling mounting
•  Round or square rosette
•  Full metal housing

HANSABASICJET (circular)

•  Easy to clean with integrated anti-limescale technology
•  Wall or ceiling mounting possible
•  Available in Matt Black finish

HANSABASICJET STYLE (soft cube)

•  Presented in a cube design with rounded edges
•  Easy to clean with integrated anti-limescale technology
•  Wall or ceiling mounted

Take your shower 
experience to a  
higher level 

With a concealed overhead shower, maximise that 
wonderful rainshower feel. Hansa offers a full range of 
rounded and square-shaped models that can be mounted 
either on the ceiling or a wall, for even greater flexibility 
and comfort.

Shower heads

Scan for  
augmented reality117116
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For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.
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SMART BATHROOM
SMART SHOWER

MATT BLACK EDITION available from 01.01.2022
Alessi Sense by HANSA
HANSAMURANO
HANSALOFT
HANSADESIGNO STYLE
HANSALIGNA
HANSASTELA
HANSARONDA
HANSAMIX
HANSAFIT
HANSATWIST
HANSAVANTIS
HANSAPINTO
HANSAPRIMO
HANSAPALENO
HANSAPOLO
HANSAPICO
HANSANOVA/-PUBLIC
PACKAGES
HANSACARE

HANSACARE
HANSAEMOTION WELLFIT
HANSAEMOTION
HANSATEMPRA STYLE
HANSAPRISMA
HANSAUNITA
HANSAFIT
HANSAMICRA

RIM MOUNTED AND TILED RIM ASSEMBLY
SHOWER SYSTEMS AND RENOVATION SETS
HAND SHOWERS, SINGLE
HAND SHOWER SETS 
WALL BAR SETS
HEAD-/SIDE SHOWERS
ACCESSORIES

SMART FAUCETS

HANSA BATH WORLD

EXPOSED THERMOSTATS

SHOWER
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For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

SMART BATHROOM SMART BATHROOM

SMART BATHROOM

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
57482209
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 143 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
57492219
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 143 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
51792221
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 138 mm

HANSADESIGNO
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51792201
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 138 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51932211
Chrome
• Projection: 100 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51932201
Chrome
• Projection: 100 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51942211
Chrome
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51942201
Chrome
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06142209
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
06152219
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
0615221933
Matt black
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer | Deck 
mounted  
(1 hole)
57122279
Chrome
• Projection: 105 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery-
operated | Deck mounted 
(1 hole)
57162279
Chrome
•  Projection: 105 mm

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Bluetooth® |  
Deck mounted (1 hole)
65412079
Chrome
• Projection: 85 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
05672019
Chrome
• Projection: 117 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO XL
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer | Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
05682029
Chrome
• Projection: 136 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO XL
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
05682019
Chrome
• Projection: 136 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer | Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
05672129
Chrome
• Projection: 117 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
05672119
Chrome
• Projection: 117 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO XL
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
05682129
Chrome
• Projection: 136 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO XL
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/ 
Battery-operated |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
05682119
Chrome
• Projection: 136 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64412009
Chrome
• Projection: 96 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64412219
Chrome
• Projection: 96 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64402219
Chrome
• Projection: 96 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/External  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64432009
Chrome
• Projection: 112 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | 
 Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64432029
Chrome
• Projection: 112 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64432219
Chrome
• Projection: 112 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
64912219
Chrome
• Projection: 115 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
64442229
Chrome
• Projection: 120 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
64442219
Chrome
• Projection: 170 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | 
 Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64912019
Chrome
• Projection: 115 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
64421129
Chrome
• Projection: 112 mm

ALESSI SENSE BY 
HANSA
Washbasin faucet | 
 Tiptronic/Bidetta | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
07742201
Chrome/WhiteRemote-
operated Smart Bidetta
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 118 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever, side  
operated/Bidetta |  
Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
51072281
Chrome
Remote-operated Smart 
Bidetta
• Projection: 151 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Sin-
gle-lever/Bidetta | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51682281
Chrome
Remote-operated Smart 
Bidetta
• Projection: 119 mm

HANSAFIT
Waschtischarmatur |  
Berührungslos/Stecker-
netzteil | Standmontage 
(1-Loch), DN15
65412009
Chrom
• Ausladung: 85 mm

HANSAFIT
Waschtischarmatur |  
Berührungslos/Batterie-
betrieb | Standmontage 
(1-Loch), DN15
65412219
Chrom
• Ausladung: 85 mm

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever/Bidetta |  
Deck mounted (1 hole), 
DN15
65073203
Chrome
Remote-operated Smart 
Bidetta
• Projection: 98 mm

HANSAMEDIPRO
Washbasin faucet | 
Touchless/Plug  
transformer | Deck 
mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
05672029
Chrome
• Projection: 117 mm
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SMART SHOWER

HANSAMINIMAT
Other products | Thermo-
static | 
63410020
Chrome

HANSAMINIMAT
Other accessories
66380100
Chrome

HANSAMINIMAT
Other accessories
66390200
Chrome

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
00870019
Chrome
• Projection: 175 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
00880019
Chrome
• Projection: 225 mm

HANSACLINICA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Thermostatic | Wall 
mounted
08866202
Chrome
• Projection: 286 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
64462201
Chrome
• Projection: 150 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
64452201
Chrome
• Projection: 250 mm

HANSACLINICA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Thermostatic | Wall 
mounted
08866201
Chrome
• Projection: 186 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
80812111
Chrome
• Projection: 245 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
81812121
Chrome
• Projection: 310 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
81812111
Chrome
• Projection: 245 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
80812101
Chrome
• Projection: 170 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
80812121
Chrome
• Projection: 310 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
81802100
Chrome
• Projection: 170 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
81802110
Chrome
• Projection: 245 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
81802120
Chrome
• Projection: 310 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
81812101
Chrome
• Projection: 170 mm

HANSAACTIVEJET 
DIGITAL
Hand shower | Self-powe-
red/Bluetooth® | 
84310180
Chrome/Light grey
1 shower spray

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
5865017284
Chrome/Grey
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 401 mm

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
5865017282
Chrome/White
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic/Battery-
operated | Wall mounted, 
DN15
5864217284
Chrome/Grey
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle
• Projection: 137 mm

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic/Battery-
operated | Wall mounted, 
DN15
5864217282
Chrome/White
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle
• Projection: 137 mm

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic/Battery-operated | Wall 
mounted, DN15
5863017284
Chrome/Grey

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower faucet | Thermo-
static/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
5863017282
Chrome/White

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

SMART BATHROOM SMART SHOWER

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
80802100
Chrome
• Projection: 170 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
80802110
Chrome
• Projection: 245 mm

HANSAELECTRA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Touchless | Concealed 
wall mounting
80802120
Chrome
• Projection: 310 mm

MATT BLACK EDITION

MATT BLACK EDITION

HANSA
Ablaufgarnitur
0764010033
Matt-Schwarz
• Push-Open-Ablaufgarni-

tur

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
0615221933
Matt black
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
0955220333
Matt black
• Projection: 130 mm

HANSATWIST XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
0902228333
Matt black
• Projection: 123 mm

HANSAMICRA
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic | Wall 
mounted, DN15
5816217133
Matt black
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle
• Projection: 159 mm

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
0974218333
Matt black
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 162 mm

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
8984908333
Matt black
Turn operated diverter

HANSABASICJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN 15
4436010033
Matt black
1 shower spray
• Projection: 348 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSABASICJET
Handbrause | Wandmon-
tage
4468013333
Matt-Schwarz
3-strahlig

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, DN15
5118017033
Matt black

HANSALOFT
Spout | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 197 mm
5765210033
Matt black
• Projection: 197 mm

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
8114956233
Matt black
Turn operated diverter

HANSAMICRA
Shower faucet | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, 
DN15
5815017133
Matt black

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, 
DN15
0967018333
Matt black

available from 01.01.2022
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HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 920 mm
4467013333
Matt black
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN 15
4436010033
Matt black
1 shower spray
• Projection: 348 mm
• Shower head size: Ø 200 

mm

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
4468013333
Matt black
3 shower sprays

HANSAMURANO

HANSALOFT 

HANSALOFT

HANSAMURANO

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Plug transfor-
mer | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
57482209
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 143 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
57492219
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 143 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
57552203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 146 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
57522203
Chrome
• Projection: 146 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
57692103
Chrome
• Projection: 151 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
57542203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 114 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
57532203
Chrome
• Projection: 114 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
57562103
Chrome
• Projection: 143 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN 15
57572183
Chrome
• Projection: 197 mm

HANSALOFT
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN15
57772103
Chrome
• Projection: 193 mm

HANSALOFT
Bidet faucet | Single-lever, 
side operated | Deck moun-
ted (1 hole), DN15
57583203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath and shower 
faucet | Single-lever, side 
operated | Wall mounted, 
DN15
57702103
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 162 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Floor stan-
ding (1 hole), DN15
57762073
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 197 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
50719003
Chrome
Push operated diverter

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

MATT BLACK EDITION

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting (2 hole)
5793217133
Matt black
• Projection: 225 mm

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Con-
cealed wall mounting 
(2 hole)
5795217133
Matt black
• Projection: 300 mm

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
5091810133
Matt black
• Projection: 131 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
5086810133
Matt black
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
5096810133
Matt black
• Projection: 186 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
5093810133
Matt black
• Projection: 94 mm

HANSAMICRA
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN 15
4435013033
Matt black
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 shower 
sprays
• Projection: 445 - 470 

mm
• Shower head size: Ø 

200 mm

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
8113956233
Matt black

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, DN15
5118017033
Matt black

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
8985908333
Matt black

ALESSI SENSE BY 
HANSA
Washbasin faucet | Tip-
tronic/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
07732201
Chrome/White
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 118 mm

ALESSI SENSE BY 
HANSA
Washbasin faucet | Tip-
tronic/Bidetta | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
07742201
Chrome/WhiteRemote-
operated Smart Bidetta
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 118 mm

HANSAMURANO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
5609210178
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 164 mm

Alessi Sense by HANSA
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HANSALOFT
Spout | Wall mounted, DN15
57652100
Chrome
• Projection: 197 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
87609003
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALOFT
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
87729003
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
81149562
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
81149572
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
81149552
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (3 
hole)
57799473
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALOFT
Spout | Wall mounted, DN15
57652100
Chrome
• Projection: 197 mm

HANSAFILL
Spout
05199000
Chrome

HANSALOFT
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
57710173
Chrome

HANSALOFT
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
87629003
Chrome

HANSALOFT
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
57639583
Chrome
• Projection: 60 mm

HANSALOFT
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
87739003
Chrome

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (4 
hole)
57752483
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 185 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (4 
hole)
57752473
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 185 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (3 
hole)
57799483
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALOFT
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
57649583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALOFT
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50679003
Chrome

HANSALOFT
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50679903
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN15
44529583
Chrome

HANSADESIGNO STYLE

HANSADESIGNO STYLE

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139562
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139572
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139552
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
44539583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HANSALOFT HANSALOFT

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Plug transfor-
mer | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51792221
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 138 mm

HANSADESIGNO
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51792201
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 138 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Plug transfor-
mer | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51932211
Chrome
• Projection: 100 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51932201
Chrome
• Projection: 100 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer | Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51942211
Chrome
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery- 
operated | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51942201
Chrome
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever,  
side operated | Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51032293
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with 

draw-rod
• Projection: 167 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51492293
Chrome
• Projection: 167 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
51832293
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 125 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51882293
Chrome
• Projection: 125 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51692293
Chrome
• Projection: 171 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51892283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 130 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
5189228334
Rose gold
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 130 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin fau-
cet | Single-lever, side 
operated | Deck mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
51922283
Chrome
• Projection: 130 mm
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HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51712283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51722283
Chrome
• Projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51692283
Chrome
• Projection: 150 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever/Bidetta |  
Deck mounted (1 hole), 
DN15
51682281
Chrome
Remote-operated Smart 
Bidetta
• Projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever/Bidetta |  
Deck mounted (1 hole), 
DN15
51702201
Chrome
Bidetta hand shower
• Projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Trim Kit/Single-lever |  
Concealed wall mounting  
(2 hole), DN15
51092183
Chrome
• Projection: 194 mm

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
44539583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet |  
Two-grip | Deck mounted  
(3 hole), DN15
51052183
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bidet faucet | Single-lever, 
side operated | Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51983283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
51733283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 117 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath and shower 
faucet | Single-lever, side 
operated | Wall mounted, 
DN15
51852183
Chrome
Push operated diverter, 
Integrated into spout, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 146 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Spout | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 212 mm
51162180
Chrome
• Projection: 195 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Floor stan-
ding (1 hole), DN15
53272083
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset, 3 shower 
sprays
• Projection: 209 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
81119593
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
81119563
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
81149562
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting,, DN15
50729003
Chrome
Push operated diverter, 

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50689903
Chrome

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting 
50689003
Chrome

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HANSADESIGNO STYLE

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Wannen- und Brausear-
matur | Fertigmontageset/
Einhebelmischer | Wand-
montage für Unterputz-
Einbaukörper
44519583
Chrom

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51032283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 151 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51492283
Chrome
• Projection: 151 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated/
Bidetta | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51072281
Chrome
Remote-operated Smart 
Bidetta
• Projection: 151 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated/
Bidetta | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51342201
Chrome
Bidetta hand shower
• Projection: 151 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51832283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 128 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51882283
Chrome
• Projection: 128 mm

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
81149572
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
81149552
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole), DN15
53122083
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 189 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/Sin-
gle-lever | Rim mounted / 
Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole), DN15
53122063
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 shower 
sprays
• Projection: 190 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim 
mounted / Tiled rim 
assembly  
(3 hole)
53259083
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim moun-
ted / Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
53259063
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Spout | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 212 mm
51162180
Chrome
• Projection: 195 mm

HANSAFILL
Spout
05199000
Chrome

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Shower faucet | Single-
lever, side operated |  
Wall mounted, DN15
51860183
Chrome

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
44509583
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim 
Kit/Thermosta-
tic | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
44529583
Chrome

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Shower faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Con-
cealed wall mounting
81109593
Chrome

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
81109563
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139562
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139572
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139552
Chrome

HANSADESIGNO STYLE
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For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HANSALIGNA HANSALIGNA

HANSALIGNA

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Plug transfor-
mer | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06142209
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06152219
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
55302203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 116 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
55352203
Chrome
• Projection: 116 mm

HANSALIVING
Cover flange
66360000
Chrome

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06092203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 108 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
0615221933
Matt-Black
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06092103
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 108 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06082203
Chrome
• Projection: 108 mm

HANSALIGNA XS
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06072203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 94 mm

HANSALIVING
Cover flange
66370000
Chrome

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06032203
Chrome
• Projection: 150 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN 15
44892183
Chrome
• Projection: 190 mm

HANSALIGNA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Con-
cealed wall mounting, 
DN15
06402103
Chrome
• Projection: 185 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
06063203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 100 mm

HANSALIVING
Cover flange
66370000
Chrome

HANSALIGNA
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
06742103
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 152 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Single-
lever | Floor standing  
(1 hole), DN15
06462083
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset,  
1 shower spray
• Projection: 200 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
44559583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
44539583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow  
control handle

HANSALIGNA
Spout | Wall mounted, 
DN15
06822102
Chrome
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
83859513
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIGNA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
83859503
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
81149562
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
81149572
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
81149552
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
06442493
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim 
mounted / Tiled rim 
assembly  
(4 hole)
06442473
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
06439493
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
06439473
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALIGNA
Spout | Wall mounted, DN15
06822102
Chrome
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSAFILL
Spout
05199000
Chrome

HANSALIGNA
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
06670103
Chrome

HANSALIGNA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
44549583
Chrome
• Projection: 60 mm

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN15
44529583
Chrome

HANSALIGNA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
83879513
Chrome

HANSALIGNA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
83879503
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139562
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139572
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139552
Chrome
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HANSASTELA NEW

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Thermostatic |  
Concealed wall  
mounting, DN15
81149572
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Thermostatic |  
Concealed wall  
mounting, DN15
81149552
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever | 
Rim mounted /  
Tiled rim assembly
57302473
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever |  
Rim mounted /  
Tiled rim assembly
57302173
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Spout | Wall mounted
57241000
Chrome
• Projection: 187 mm

HANSAFILL
Spout
05199000
Chrome

HANSASTILO
Hand shower |  
Rim mounted /  
Tiled rim assembly  
(1 hole)
57281000
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSASTILO
Hand shower |  
Rim mounted /  
Tiled rim assembly  
(1 hole), DN15
53549420
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever |  
Rim mounted /  
Tiled rim assembly
57319473
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Spout | Wall mounted
57240000
Chrome
• Projection: 187 mm

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever |  
Rim mounted /  
Tiled rim assembly
57319173
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Shower faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Wall mounted
57670173
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet |  
Trim Kit/Thermostatic |  
Concealed wall mounting, 
DN15
44529583
Chrome

HANSASTELA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
87859073
Chrome

HANSASTELA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
87859173
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139562
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139572
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139552
Chrome

HANSASTELA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting,
44569573
Chrome

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HANSASTELA NEW HANSASTELA NEW

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Plug  
transformer |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
57122279
Chrome
• Projection: 105 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Touchless/Battery-
operated | Deck mounted 
(1 hole)
57162279
Chrome
• Projection: 105 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever,  
side operated |  
Deck mounted (1 hole)
57152273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste  

with draw-rod
• Projection: 134 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever,  
side operated |  
Deck mounted (1 hole)
57142273
Chrome
• Projection: 134 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
57092273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste  

with draw-rod
• Projection: 113 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
57082273
Chrome
• Projection: 113 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
57192273
Chrome
• Projection: 134 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
57182273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 134 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Single-lever |  
Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
57102273
Chrome
• Projection: 200 mm

HANSASTELA
Washbasin faucet |  
Trim Kit/Single-lever |  
Concealed wall mounting
44902173
Chrome
• Projection: 187 mm

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever |  
Wall mounted
57742173
Chrome
Push operated diverter, 
Automatic reset

HANSASTELA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Floor  
standing (1 hole)
57252073
Chrome
Pull operated diverter
• Projection: 209mm

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
44579573
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Thermostatic |  
Concealed wall  
mounting, DN15
44539583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle

HANSASTELA
Spout | Wall mounted
57240000
Chrome
• Projection: 187 mm

HANSASTELA
Spout | Wall mounted
57241000
Chrome
• Projection: 187 mm

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever |  
Concealed wall mounting
87849073
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever |  
Concealed wall mounting
87843073
Chrome
Turn operated diverter
Backflow prevention 
(EN1717): HD

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever |  
Concealed wall mounting
87849173
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Single-lever |  
Concealed wall mounting
87843173
Chrome
Turn operated diverter
Backflow prevention 
(EN1717): HD

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower  
faucet | Trim Kit/ 
Thermostatic |  
Concealed wall mounting
81149562
Chrome
Turn operated diverter
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HANSARONDA

HANSARONDA

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
55262203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 115 mm

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
55342203
Chrome
• Projection: 115 mm

HANSALIVING
Cover flange
66360000
Chrome

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
03092273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 100 mm

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
03082273
Chrome
• Projection: 100 mm

HANSALIVING
Cover flange
66370000
Chrome

HANSARONDA

HANSARONDA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
44589583
Chrome
• Projection: 60 mm

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN15
44529583
Chrome

HANSARONDA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
83869583
Chrome

HANSARONDA
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
83869573
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139562
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139572
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
81139552
Chrome

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
03032273
Chrome
• Projection: 148 mm

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
03012173
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 125 mm

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN 15
44882183
Chrome
• Projection: 186 mm

HANSARONDA
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting, DN15
03832273
Chrome
• Projection: 182 mm

HANSARONDA
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
03063273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSALIVING
Cover flange
66370000
Chrome

HANSARONDA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever |  
Wall mounted, DN15
03742173
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 163 mm

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Single-
lever | Floor standing 
(1 hole), DN15
03422073
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset, 1 shower 
spray
• Projection: 200 mm

HANSARONDA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
44599583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting, DN15
44539583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow  
control handle

HANSARONDA
Spout | Wall mounted, DN15
05822172
Chrome
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSARONDA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
83849583
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSARONDA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
83849573
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSALIVING
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
81149562
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (4 
hole)
03402483
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 238 mm

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (4 
hole)
03402473
Chrome
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 238 mm

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (3 
hole)
03419483
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly (3 
hole)
03419473
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSARONDA
Spout | Wall mounted, DN15
05822172
Chrome
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSAFILL
Spout
05199000
Chrome

HANSARONDA
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, 
DN15
03670173
Chrome

HANSAMIX

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01092183
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01092283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
0109218300006
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01042183
Chrome
• Chain holder with chain
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01082183
Chrome
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01082283
Chrome
• Projection: 141 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Sing-
le-lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01192183
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with 

draw-rod
• Projection: 157 mm

HANSAMIX
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HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome

HANSAMIX
Other products | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (2 
hole), DN15
01262183
Chrome
Pull-out hand spray

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HANSAMIX HANSAMIX

HANSAFIT

HANSAFIT

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
01948283
Chrome
• Projection: 246 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
01949283
Chrome
• Projection: 246 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
01692183
Chrome
• Projection: 300 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
01692283
Chrome
• Projection: 311 mm

HANSAMIX
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
01063283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 113 mm

HANSAMIX
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
01742183
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 162 mm

HANSAMIX
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
81849083
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Bluetooth® | Deck 
mounted (1 hole)
65412079
Chrome
• Projection: 85 mm

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Plug transfor-
mer | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
65412009
Chrome
• Projection: 85 mm

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet | Touch-
less/Battery-opera-
ted | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
65412219
Chrome
• Projection: 85 mm

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
65092203
Chrome
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 98 mm

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever/Bidetta | Deck moun-
ted (1 hole), DN15
65072203
ChromeBidetta hand 
shower
• Push pop-up waste 

without draw-rod
• Projection: 98 mm

HANSAFIT
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever/Bidetta | Deck moun-
ted (1 hole), DN15
65073203
Chrome
Remote-operated Smart 
Bidetta
• Projection: 98 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01182183
Chrome
• Projection: 157 mm

HANSAMIX XS
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01102283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 127 mm

HANSAMIX XS
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
01162283
Chrome
• Projection: 127 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
01968183
Chrome
• Projection: 160 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
01968283
Chrome
• Projection: 171 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Sing-
le-lever | Wall mounted, 
DN15
01969283
Chrome
• Projection: 171 mm

HANSAMIX
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
01948183
Chrome
• Projection: 235 mm

HANSAFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 1612 mm
65162101
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 485 mm
• Shower head size:  

257 x 197 mm

HANSAFIT
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
65140101
Chrome

HANSAFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 1200 mm
65159101
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 485 mm
• Shower head size:  

257 x 197 mm

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44680133
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAFIT
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic | Wall 
mounted, DN15
65132101
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow  
control handle
• Projection: 127 mm

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88623045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter
Backflow prevention 
(EN1717): HD

HANSAMIX
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, 
DN15
01670183
Chrome

HANSAMIX
Shower faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Con-
cealed wall mounting
81859083
Chrome

HANSAMIX
Bath faucet | Single-le-
ver | Wall mounted, DN15
01772183
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 175 mm

HANSAMIX
Bath faucet | Single-le-
ver | Wall mounted, DN15
01772583
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 169 mm

HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome
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HANSATWIST

HANSATWIST XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09012283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 123 mm

HANSATWIST XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09012285
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 123 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
09552205
Chrome
• Projection: 130 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
0955220333
Matt-Black
•  Projection: 130 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
09542203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 130 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
09542205
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 130 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
09552203
Chrome
• Projection: 130 mm

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
49769003
Chrome
Push operated diverter

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
49769005
Chrome
Push operated diverter

For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HANSATWIST HANSATWIST

HANSATWIST XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
0902228333
Matt-Schwarz
• Projection: 123 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09092183
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09092185
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09092283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09092285
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09022283
Chrome
• Projection: 123 mm

HANSATWIST XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09022285
Chrome
• Projection: 123 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09092183
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09302203
Chrome
Bidetta hand shower
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09302205
Chrome
Bidetta hand shower
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09063283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 112 mm

HANSATWIST
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
09063285
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 112 mm

HANSATWIST
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
09052285
Chrome
• Projection: 121 mm

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
09742183
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 162 mm

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
0974218333
Matt-Black
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 162 mm

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
09742185
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 162 mm

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
89849083
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
8984908333
Matt-Black
Turn operated diverter

HANSATWIST
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
89849085
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
89859085
Chrome

HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
09670183
Chrome

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
09670185
Chrome

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
0967018333
Matt-Black

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
89859083
Chrome

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
8985908333
Matt-Black

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
49779003
Chrome

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
49779005
Chrome

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
49759003
Chrome

HANSATWIST
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
49759005
Chrome
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HANSAVANTIS HANSAVANTIS

HANSAVANTIS
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
52442173
Chrome
Automatic reset
• Projection: 159 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
82609077
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAVANTIS
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
82609073
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
52450177
Chrome

HANSAVANTIS
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
52450173
Chrome

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
82619077
Chrome

HANSAVANTIS
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
82619073
Chrome

HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome

HANSAVANTIS

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
52542287
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 139 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
52552287
Chrome
• Projection: 139 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
52472277
Chrome
• Projection: 205 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
52562277
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAVANTIS XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
52562273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
52372277
Chrome
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAVANTIS XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
52372273
Chrome
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAPINTO

HANSAPINTO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
45102283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 148 mm

HANSAPINTO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
45092283
Chrome
• Projection: 148 mm

HANSAPINTO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
45012283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 115 mm

HANSAPINTO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
45022283
Chrome
• Projection: 115 mm

HANSAPINTO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
45042283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPINTO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
45062283
Chrome
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPINTO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
45152283
Chrome
• Projection: 133 mm

HANSAPINTO

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
52402277
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 102 mm

HANSAVANTIS
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
52402273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 102 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
52433277
Chrome
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAVANTIS
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
52433273
Chrome
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
52442177
Chrome
Automatic reset
• Projection: 159 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever/Bidetta | Deck moun-
ted (1 hole), DN15
52682207
Chrome
Automatic reset, Bidetta 
hand shower
• Projection: 112 mm

HANSAVANTIS
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever/Bidetta | Deck moun-
ted (1 hole), DN15
52682203
Chrome
Automatic reset, Bidetta 
hand shower
• Projection: 112 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
52422277
Chrome
• Projection: 102 mm

HANSAVANTIS
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
52422273
Chrome
• Projection: 102 mm

HANSAVANTIS STYLE
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted (1 
hole), DN15
52433277
Chrome
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPINTO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever/Bidetta | Deck moun-
ted (1 hole), DN15
45052283
Chrome
Bidetta hand shower
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPINTO
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
45073283
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 106 mm

HANSAPINTO
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
45112183
Chrome
Push operated diverter
• Projection: 166 mm

HANSAPINTO
Bath faucet | Single-
lever | Rim mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
45372283
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 125 mm

HANSAPINTO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
85269183
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAPINTO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
85269183
Chrome
Turn operated diverter
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HANSAPINTO HANSAPRIMO

HANSAPRIMO
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
49433203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with draw-

rod
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever |  
Wall mounted, DN15
49442103
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 155 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | 
Wall mounted, DN15
4944210300003
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset, 1 shower 
spray
• Projection: 155 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Bath faucet | Single-
lever | Rim mounted 
(1 hole), DN15
49512203
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed  
wall mounting
89909003
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAPRIMO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
49979003
Chrome
Push operated diverter

HANSAPRIMO

HANSAPINTO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
45120163
Chrome

HANSAPINTO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
45120183
Chrome

HANSAPINTO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
85279183
Chrome

HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome

HANSAPRIMO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
49542203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 142 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
49552203
Chrome
• Projection: 142 mm

HANSAPRIMO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
49562203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAPRIMO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
49372203
Chrome
• Projection: 111 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Washbasin faucet | Sing-
le-lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
49422203
Chrome
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Washbasin faucet | Sing-
le-lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
49402203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPRIMO
Washbasin faucet | Sing-
le-lever/Bidetta | Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
49462203
Chrome
Bidetta hand shower
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSAPRIMO

HANSAPINTO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
45179183
Chrome

HANSAPINTO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50669983
Chrome

HANSAPRIMO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
49450103
Chrome

HANSAPRIMO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
89919003
Chrome

HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome

HANSAPRIMO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
49999003
Chrome

HANSAPRIMO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
49989003
Chrome

HANSAPALENO

HANSAPALENO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
56372203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 152 mm

HANSAPALENO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
56432203
Chrome
• Projection: 152 mm

HANSAPALENO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
56412203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAPALENO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
56422203
Chrome
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAPALENO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
56352203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPALENO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
56362203
Chrome
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPALENO
Washbasin faucet | Sin-
gle-lever/Bidetta | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
56402203
Chrome
Automatic reset, Bidetta 
hand shower
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPALENO

HANSAPALENO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
56382203
Chrome
• Projection: 242 mm

HANSAPALENO
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
56443203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 106 mm

HANSAPALENO
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
56452103
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSAPALENO
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | Rim 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
56462203
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSAPALENO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
50829003
Chrome
Push operated diverter

HANSAPALENO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
80509001
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter
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HANSAPALENO HANSAPOLO

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
5140229300676
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51412293
Chrome
• Chain holder with chain
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51422293
Chrome
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever/Bidetta | Deck  
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51462293
Chrome
Bidetta hand shower
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPOLO
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51433293
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 106 mm

HANSAPOLO
Bath and shower  
faucet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
51442193
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 157 mm

HANSAPOLO
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
514421930067
Chrome
Pull operated diverter
• Projection: 157 mm

HANSAPOLO
Bath faucet | Single-
lever | Rim mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
52392293
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 164 mm

HANSAPOLO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
80609093
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAHOME
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Thermo-
static | Concealed wall 
mounting
88629045
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAPOLO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
51450163
Chrome

HANSAPOLO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
51450193
Chrome

HANSAPOLO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
50609193
Chrome
Push operated diverter

HANSAPOLO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, 
DN15
514501930067
Chrome

HANSAPOLO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
80619093
Chrome

HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome

HANSAPOLO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50629993
Chrome

HANSAPOLO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50619193
Chrome

HANSAPOLO

HANSAPOLO

HANSAPALENO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
56470103
Chrome
• Projection: 57 mm

HANSAPALENO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
56470113
Chrome

HANSAPALENO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50789003
Chrome

HANSAPALENO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50739003
Chrome

HANSAPALENO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
80519001
Chrome

HANSAHOME
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Thermostatic | Concealed 
wall mounting
88619045
Chrome

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51552293
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 152 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever, side operated | Deck 
mounted (1 hole), DN15
51542293
Chrome
• Projection: 152 mm

HANSAPOLO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51502293
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAPOLO XL
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51522293
Chrome
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
51522286
Chrome
• Chain holder without 

chain
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51402193
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
51402293
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 103 mm

HANSAPICO

HANSAPICO

HANSAPICO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
46042273
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 108 mm

HANSAPICO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
46062273
Chrome
• Projection: 108 mm

HANSAPICO
Bidet faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
46073203
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 102 mm

HANSAPICO
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Single-lever | Wall 
mounted, DN15
46112103
Chrome
Pull operated diverter
• Projection: 155 mm

HANSAPICO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
46169103
Chrome
Push operated diverter

HANSAPICO
Shower faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
46120103
Chrome

HANSAPICO
Shower faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting
50709903
Chrome
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HANSAPICO HANSANOVA/-PUBLIC

HANSANOVA/-PUBLIC

HANSANOVA/-PUBLIC

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
50938101
Chrome
• Projection: 94 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
5093810133
Matt black
• Projection: 94 mm

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
5093810184
Black
• Projection: 94 mm

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
5093810196
Brushed steel
• Projection: 94 mm

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
50918101
Chrome
• Projection: 131 mm

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
5091810133
Matt black
• Projection: 131 mm

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
50868101
Chrome
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
5086810133
Matt black
• Projection: 107 mm

HANSANOVA STYLE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
50968101
Chrome
• Projection: 186 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
5096810133
Matt black
• Projection: 186 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
00938101
Chrome
• Projection: 93 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
00918101
Chrome
• Projection: 127 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
008921160050
Chrome
• Projection: 88 mm

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
00868101
Chrome
• Projection: 106 mm

HANSAPINTO
Faucet setDN15
45510080
Chrome

▸ HANSAPINTO
45052283
▸ HANSAMICRA
58162171
▸ HANSABASICJET
44670113
▸ HANSA
59913988

HANSAPINTO
Faucet setDN15
45520080
Chrome

▸ HANSAPINTO
45052283
▸ HANSAMICRA
58150171
HANSABASICJET
44670113
▸ HANSA
59913988

HANSAPINTO
Faucet setDN15
45530080
Chrome

▸ HANSAPINTO
45052283 | 45112183
HANSAMICRA
58150171
▸ HANSABASICJET
44670113
▸ HANSA
59913988

HANSAPRIMO
Faucet setDN15
49000000
Chrome

▸ HANSAPRIMO
49402203 | 49442103
▸ HANSABASICJET
44670113

HANSAPRIMO
Faucet setDN15
49010000
Chrome

▸ HANSAPRIMO
49402203 | 49450103
▸ HANSABASICJET
44670113

HANSAPOLO
Faucet setDN15
46520090
Chrome

▸ HANSAPOLO
51402293
▸ HANSAMICRA
58162171 
▸ HANSABASICJET
44670113

HANSAPOLO
Faucet setDN15
46530090
Chrome

▸ HANSAPOLO
51402293
▸ HANSAMICRA
58150171  
▸ HANSABASICJET
44670113

HANSANOVA
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Wall mounted, DN15
00968101
Chrome
• Projection: 186 mm

HANSAMINIMAT
Other products | Thermo-
static | 
63410020
Chrome

HANSAMINIMAT
Other accessories
66380100
Chrome

HANSAMINIMAT
Other accessories
66390200
Chrome

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting (2 hole)
57932171
Chrome
• Projection: 225 mm

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting (2 hole)
5793217133
Matt black
• Projection: 225 mm

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Con-
cealed wall mounting 
(2 hole)
57942171
Chrome
• Projection: 225 mm

HANSAPICO
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Concealed wall 
mounting
46179103
Chrome

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting (2 hole)
57952171
Chrome
• Projection: 300 mm

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting (2 hole)
5795217133
Matt black
• Projection: 300 mm

HANSAPUBLIC
Washbasin faucet | Trim 
Kit/Single-lever | Concealed 
wall mounting (2 hole)
57962171
Chrome
• Projection: 300 mm
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HANSATEMPRA STYLE
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
58410101
Chrome

EXPOSED THERMOSTATS

HANSACARE
Bath and shower  
faucet | Thermostatic | 
Wall mounted
08717100
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle
• Projection: 168 mm

HANSACARE
Shower faucet | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted
08707100
Chrome

HANSACARE

HANSACARE

HANSAEMOTION "WELLFIT"

HANSAEMOTION

HANSATEMPRA STYLE

HANSAPRISMA

EXPOSED THERMOSTATS

HANSACARE

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic/Battery-
operated | Wall mounted, 
DN15
5864217284
Chrome/Grey
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle
• Projection: 137 mm

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic/Battery-
operated | Wall mounted, 
DN15
5864217282
Chrome/White
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle
• Projection: 137 mm

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic/Battery-operated | Wall 
mounted, DN15
5863017284
Chrome/Grey

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic/Battery-operated | Wall 
mounted, DN15
5863017282
Chrome/White

HANSAEMOTION
Bath and shower  
faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
5864217184
Chrome/Grey
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle
• Projection: 137 mm

HANSAEMOTION
Bath and shower  
faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
5864217182
Chrome/White
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle
• Projection: 137 mm

HANSAEMOTION
Shower faucet | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, 
DN15
5863017184
Chrome/Grey

HANSAEMOTION
Shower faucet | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, 
DN15
5863017182
Chrome/White

HANSAPRISMA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
58102101
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle
• Projection: 182 mm

HANSAPRISMA
Shower faucet |  
Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
58080101
Chrome

HANSACARE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
46012206
Chrome
• Pop-up waste with  

draw-rod
• Projection: 114 mm

HANSACARE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole), DN15
46022206
Chrome
• Projection: 114 mm

HANSACARE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
46022286
Chrome
• Projection: 114 mm

HANSAPOLO
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted  
(1 hole)
51522286
Chrome
• Chain holder without 

chain
• Projection: 110 mm

HANSACARE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever/Bidetta | Deck moun-
ted (1 hole), DN15
46282206
Chrome
Automatic reset, Bidetta 
hand shower, 1 shower 
spray
• Projection: 114 mm

HANSACARE
Washbasin faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
46152206
Chrome
• Projection: 133 mm

HANSACARE
Kitchen faucet | Single-
lever | Deck mounted 
 (1 hole), DN15
46102206
Chrome
• Projection: 214 mm
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EXPOSED THERMOSTATS RIM MOUNTED/ TILED RIM ASSEMBLY

HANSAUNITA

HANSAFIT

RIM MOUNTED/ TILED RIM ASSEMBLY

HANSAMICRA

HANSAFIT
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic | Wall 
mounted, DN15
65132101
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow  
control handle
• Projection: 127 mm

HANSAFIT
Shower faucet |  
Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
65140101
Chrome

HANSAMICRA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
58162171
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle
• Projection: 159 mm

HANSAMICRA
Shower faucet |  
Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
58152171
Chrome

HANSAMICRA
Shower faucet |  
Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
58150171
Chrome

HANSAMICRA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
5816217133
Matt-Black 
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow  
control handle
• Projection: 159 mm

HANSAMICRA
Shower faucet |  
Thermostatic | Wall  
mounted, DN15
5815017133
Matt-Black

HANSAUNITA
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic | Wall 
mounted, DN15
58372101
Chrome
Pull operated diverter, 
Automatic reset
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSAUNITA
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
58130101
Chrome

HANSAUNITA
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
58130001
Chrome

HANSASTILO
Hand shower | Rim  
mounted / Tiled rim 
assembly (1 hole), DN15
53549420
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSASTILO
Hand shower | Rim  
mounted / Tiled rim 
assembly (1 hole)
57281000
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSASTILO
Hand shower | Rim moun-
ted / Tiled rim assembly 
(1 hole)
53549470
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET
Hand shower | Rim  
mounted / Tiled rim 
assembly (1 hole), DN 15
53249440
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 189 mm

HANSA
Other accessories | Rim 
mounted (1 hole)
53060200

HANSA
Other accessories | Tiled 
rim assembly (1 hole)
53060300

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower | Rim  
mounted (1 hole)
04099140
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSA
Hand shower holder | Rim 
mounted
04280100
Chrome

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
57752483
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 185 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
57752473
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 185 mm

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
57799483
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALOFT
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
57799473
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole), DN15
53122083
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 189 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim moun-
ted / Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole), DN15
53122063
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 shower 
sprays
• Projection: 190 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
06439493
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
06439473
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
53259063
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
06442493
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSALIGNA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
06442473
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 180 mm

HANSADESIGNO 
STYLE
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
53259083
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSASTELA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim moun-
ted / Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
57302421
Chrom
1 shower spray
• Projection: 177 mm
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RIM MOUNTED/ TILED RIM ASSEMBLY SHOWER SYSTEMS AND RENOVATION SETS

SHOWER SYSTEMS AND RENOVATION SETS

SHOWER SYSTEMS AND RENOVATION SETS

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/Sin-
gle-lever | Rim mounted / 
Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
03419473
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
03402483
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 238 mm

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(4 hole)
03402473
Chrome
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 238 mm

HANSARONDA
Bath faucet | Trim Kit/
Single-lever | Rim mounted 
/ Tiled rim assembly  
(3 hole)
03419483
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Rim mounted / Tiled 
rim assembly
57302473
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Rim mounted / Tiled 
rim assembly
57302173
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSASTELA
Bath and shower 
faucet | Trim Kit/Single-
lever | Rim mounted / Tiled 
rim assembly
57319473
Chrome
Turn operated diverter

HANSAPRISMA
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
48080131
Chrome
3 shower sprays

▸ HANSAPRISMA
58080101
▸ HANSAVIVA
44150130

HANSAPRISMA
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
48080121
Chrome
1 shower spray

▸ HANSAPRISMA
58080101
▸ HANSAVIVA
44160110

HANSAPRISMA
Bath and shower fau-
cet | Thermostatic | Wall 
mounted, DN15
48102131
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 shower 
sprays

▸ HANSAPRISMA
58102101
▸ HANSAVIVA
44150130

HANSAFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 1612 mm
65162101
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 shower 
sprays
• Projection: 485 mm
• Shower head size:  

257 x 197 mm

HANSAFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 1200 mm
65159101
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 shower 
sprays
• Projection: 485 mm
• Shower head size:  

257 x 197 mm

HANSAUNITA
Shower system | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, DN15
58149103
Chrome
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 481 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 202 mm

HANSAUNITA
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN15
581491130067
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 shower 
sprays
• Projection: 481 mm
• Shower head size:  

200 x 200 mm

HANSAUNITA
Bath and shower  
faucet | Thermostatic |  
Wall mounted, DN15
48372131
Chrome
3 shower sprays

▸ HANSAUNITA
58372101
▸ HANSAVIVA
44150130

HANSAUNITA
Shower faucet |  
Thermostatic | Wall  
mounted, DN15
48130131
Chrome
3 shower sprays

▸ HANSAUNITA
58130101
▸ HANSAVIVA
44150130

HANSAUNITA
Shower faucet |  
Thermostatic | Wall  
mounted, DN15
48130121
Chrome
1 shower spray

▸ HANSAUNITA
58130101
▸ HANSAVIVA
44160110

HANSAVIVA
Shower system | Wall 
mounted, DN15
44180200
Chrome
Turn operated diverter,  
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 455 mm
• Shower head size: 

Ø 202 mm

HANSAVIVA
Shower system | Wall 
mounted, DN15
44190200
Chrome
Turn operated diverter,  
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 455 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 202 mm

HANSAMICRA
Shower system |  
Thermostatic | Wall  
mounted, DN 15
44350130
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 445 - 470 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSAMICRA
Shower system |  
Thermostatic | Wall  
mounted, DN 15
4435013033
Matt-Black
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 3 show-
er sprays
• Projection: 445 - 470 

mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSAMICRA
Shower faucet | Thermosta-
tic | Wall mounted, DN15
48150171
Chrome
3 shower sprays

▸ HANSAMICRA
58150171
▸ HANSABASICJET
44670133

HANSAMICRA STYLE
Shower system | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, DN 15
44350230
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 445 - 470 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSAMICRA
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN 15
44350100
Chrome
• Projection: 427 - 452 

mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Shower system | Wall 
mounted, DN 15
44380300
Chrome
Turn operated diverter,  
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 407 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSABASICJET
Shower system | Wall 
mounted, DN 15
44390200
Chrome
Turn operated diverter,  
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 407 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSABASICJET
Shower system | Wall 
mounted, DN 15
44380200
Chrome
Turn operated diverter,  
3 shower sprays
• Projection: 407 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
5865017284
Chrome/Grey
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Projection: 401 mm

HANSAEMOTION 
WELLFIT
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic/Battery-opera-
ted | Wall mounted, DN15
5865017282
Chrome/White
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays

HANSAEMOTION
Shower system | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, DN15
5865017184
Chrome/Grey
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays

HANSAEMOTION
Shower system | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, DN15
5865017182
Chrome/White
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays

HANSATEMPRA 
STYLE
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN15
58429103
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 1 shower 
spray
• Projection: 450 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 220 mm

HANSAPRISMA
Shower system | Thermo-
static | Wall mounted, DN15
58099103
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow control 
handle, 3 shower sprays
• Shower head size:  

Ø 202 mm

HANSAPRISMA
Shower system | Ther-
mostatic | Wall mounted, 
DN15
58099113
Chrome
Turn operated diverter, 
Integrated into flow 
control handle, 1 shower 
spray
• Shower head size:  

250 x 250 mm
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SHOWER SETSSINGLE HAND SHOWERS

HAND SHOWER SETS

HAND SHOWER SETS

WALLBAR SETS

WALLBAR SETS

SINGLE HAND SHOWERS

HANSA
Shower rail | Wall  
mounted
44410100
Chrome

HANSA
Shower rail | Wall  
mounted | 900 mm
04550200
Chrome

HANSA
Shower rail | Wall  
mounted | 915 mm
04480100
Chrome

HANSAVIVA
Shower set | Wall  
mounted, DN15 | 915 mm
44150130
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSAVIVA
Shower set | Wall  
mounted | 915 mm
44150110
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAVIVA
Shower rail | Wall  
mounted | 915 mm
44130100
Chrome

HANSAVIVA
Shower set | Wall  
mounted, DN15 | 625 mm
44160110
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET
Shower set | Wall  
mounted | 970 mm
84370130
Chrome/Light grey
3 shower sprays

HANSAACTIVEJET
Shower set | Wall  
mounted | 970 mm
84370110
Chrome/Light grey
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET 
STYLE
Shower set | Wall  
mounted | 970 mm
84370230
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSAACTIVEJET 
STYLE
Shower set | Wall  
mounted | 970 mm
84370210
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET
Shower rail | Wall  
mounted | 970 mm
04790200
Chrome

HANSAACTIVEJET
Shower rail | Wall  
mounted | 720 mm
04780200
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Shower set | Trim Kit |  
Concealed wall  
mounting | 1100 mm
44420100
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALIVING
Hand shower | Trim 
Kit | Concealed wall 
mounting
44430100
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSALIVING
Hand shower | Trim 
Kit | Concealed wall 
mounting
44430170
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
84380133
Chrome/Light grey
3 shower sprays

HANSAACTIVEJET
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
84380113
Chrome/Light grey
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET 
STYLE
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
84380233
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSAACTIVEJET 
STYLE
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
84380213
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44680113
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44681113
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44600133
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44600113
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44680133
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Hand shower
44620500
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Hand shower
44630500
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower
44630300
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower
44610300
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Hand shower
44610500
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET 
DIGITAL
Hand shower | Self- 
powered/Bluetooth® | 
84310180
Chrome/Light grey
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET
Hand shower
84330100
Chrome/Light grey
3 shower sprays

HANSAACTIVEJET
Hand shower
84310100
Chrome/Light grey
1 shower spray

HANSAACTIVEJET 
STYLE
Hand shower
84330200
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSAACTIVEJET 
STYLE
Hand shower
84310200
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSASTILO
Hand shower
54390100
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAVIVA
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44170210
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSAVIVA
Hand shower | Wall 
mounted
44170110
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Hand shower
44610400
Chrom
1 shower spray
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WALLBAR SETS HEAD-/SIDESHOWERS

HEAD-/SIDE SHOWERS

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15
44270340
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

250 x 250 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
04180240
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 400 mm
• Shower head size:  

200 x 200 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
04180340
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 400 mm
• Shower head size:  

250 x 250 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15 | 70 - 190 
mm
04190240
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

200 x 200 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15 | 70 - 190 
mm
04190340
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

250 x 250 mm

HANSABASICJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN 15
44360100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 348 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted
44360200
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 348 mm
• Shower head size: 

200x200mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
44260100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 357 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 202 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
44260300
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 357 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 300 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15 | 239 mm
44270100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 202 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15 | 241 mm
44270300
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 300 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
44260240
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 357 mm
• Shower head size:  

200 x 200 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
44260340
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 357 mm
• Shower head size:  

250 x 250 mm

HANSAVIVA
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15 | 243 mm
44270240
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

200 x 200 mm

HANSAJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
04180100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 400 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 220 mm

HANSARAIN
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
04180300
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 400 mm
• Shower head size:  

Ø 220 mm

HANSARAIN
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15 | 78 - 198 
mm
04190100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 220 mm

HANSARAIN
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN15 | 78 - 198 
mm
04190300
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 220 mm

HANSAJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
04860100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 125 mm

HANSAJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN15
04400100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 125 mm

HANSAJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted, DN20
04390100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Projection: 165 mm

HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 720 mm
44780233
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 720 mm
44780113
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Shower rail | Wall moun-
ted | 720 mm
44710300
Chrome

HANSABASICJET
Shower rail | Wall moun-
ted | 920 mm
44700300
Chrome

HANSABASICJET
Shower rail | Wall moun-
ted | 920 mm
44700300
Chrome

HANSAVIVA
Shower rail | Wall moun-
ted | 625 mm
44140100
Chrome

HANSA
Shower rail | Wall moun-
ted | 915 mm
04480100
Chrome

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 720 mm
44770111
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 720 mm
44770131
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 920 mm
44790131
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 920 mm
44790111
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Shower rail | Wall moun-
ted | 720 mm
44710300
Chrome

HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 650 mm
44780211
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 650 mm
44780213
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 920 mm
44670133
Chrome
3 shower sprays

HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall moun-
ted | 920 mm
44670113
Chrome
1 shower spray

HANSABASICJET
Shower set | Wall mounted, 
DN15 | 720 mm
44780133
Chrome
3 shower sprays
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For complete installation, please select the shown trimkit on: https://www.hansa.com/en/professionals/advanced-search and chhose the right concealed unit.

HEAD-/SIDESHOWERS ACCESSORIES

HANSALIVING
Wandanschlussbo-
gen | Wandmontage, DN15
51180180
Chrom

HANSALIVING
Wandanschlussbo-
gen | Wandmontage, DN15
51180183
Chrom

HANSALIVING
Wandanschlussbo-
gen | Wandmontage, DN15
51180193
Chrom

HANSALIVING
Wandanschlussbo-
gen | Wandmontage, DN15
51180163
Chrom

HANSA
Wandanschlussbo-
gen | Wandmontage, DN15
51180170
Chrom

HANSA
Wandanschlussbo-
gen | Wandmontage, DN15
51180173
Chrom

HANSA
Wandanschlussbo-
gen | Wandmontage, DN15
52520100
Chrom

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

HANSAJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted
04110200
Chrome
• Projection: 200 mm

HANSAJET
Overhead shower | Wall 
mounted
51990200
Chrome
• Projection: 165 mm

HANSA
Hand shower hol-
der | Wall mounted
44440173
Chrome

HANSA
Hand shower hol-
der | Wall mounted
44440100
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
04460100
Chrome

HANSA
Hand shower hol-
der | Wall mounted
04430100
Chrome

HANSA
Hand shower hol-
der | Wall mounted
64390100
Chrome

HANSAVIVA
Hand shower hol-
der | Wall mounted
44240100
Chrome

HANSA
Hand shower holder |  
Wall mounted
44450100
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
51570163
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
51570172
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
51570173
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Hand shower holder | Wall 
mounted
44440200
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Hand shower hol-
der | Wall mounted
44440183
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Hand shower hol-
der | Wall mounted
44440193
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Hand shower holder | Wall 
mounted
44440163
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
04460100
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
04420100
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
04420200
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, DN15
44250100
Chrome

HANSA
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
44250000
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
51570162
Chrome

HANSALIVING
Wall coupling for shower 
hose | Wall mounted, 
DN15
51570183
Chrome

HANSABASICJET
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN 15 | 259 mm
44370100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Overhead shower | Ceiling 
mounted, DN 15 | 259 mm
44370200
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size: 

200x200 mm

HANSABASICJET
Overhead shower
44740100
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 200 mm

HANSABASICJET 
STYLE
Overhead shower
44740200
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size: 

200x200 mm

HANSABASICJET
Overhead showerDN15
44640300
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 95 mm

HANSABASICJET
Overhead showerDN15
44640310
Chrome
1 shower spray
• Shower head size:  

Ø 95 mm
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ACCESSORIES

HANSA
Shower hose1750 mm
44460300
Chrome

HANSA
Shower hose2000 mm
44460200
Chrome

HANSABASICJET
Soap holder
44730100
Transparent

HANSAACTIVEJET
Soap holder
04800100
Transparent

HANSAVIVA
Shower hose1250 mm
44120400
Chrome

HANSAVIVA
Shower hose1750 mm
44120300
Chrome

HANSA
Shower hose1250 mm
54120400
Chrome

HANSA
Shower hose1600 mm
54120500
Chrome

HANSA
Shower hose1750 mm
54120300
Chrome

HANSA
Shower hose2000 mm
54120200
Chrome

HANSAVIVA
Shower hose2000 mm
44120200
Chrome

HANSAJET
Shower hose1250 mm
04120400
Chrome

HANSAJET
Shower hose1600 mm
04120500
Chrome

HANSAJET
Shower hose2000 mm
04120200
Chrome
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MIKADO® Brands used with the kind permission of Neoperl GmbH. 

All rights reserved. Reproduction of articles is only permitted with the written consent of HANSA and with precise reference to the source. We reserve the right to 
make technical changes and changes in the design of products. Colour deviations due to printing technology are possible. Subject to program and technical 
changes and errors. 

hansa.com

Apple and the Apple logo are marks of Apple Inc. 
registered in the USA and other countries. App 
Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are marks of 
Google Inc.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned 
by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such marks by 
HANSA Armaturen GmbH is under license. Other 
trademarks and trade names are the property of 
their respective owners.
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Valid 09/2021 - 12/2022

Saying yes to Water Smart Living is saying yes to faucets and showers that 
will reduce our water and energy consumption. It’s saying yes to SMART 

technology that will make our homes, schools, hospitals and public spaces 
safer, for the benefit of our health. It’s saying yes to the choices that will 
enable us to create positive change for people – and the environment.

That’s why we’re saying yes to Water Smart Living.

HANSA head office
HANSA Armaturen GmbH
Sigmaringer Str. 107
70567 Stuttgart
Tel.: +49 711 1614 0
Fax: +49 711 1614 368
info@hansa.com

HANSA Customer Service Centre
Tel.: +49 711 1614 888
Fax: +49 711 1614 801
customer-service@hansa.com

hansa.com




